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Abstract 
Background: Autoimmune diseases (AD) are responsible for a substantial amount of disability 
and morbidity worldwide. Research generally focuses on a single disease, although 
autoimmune phenotypes could represent pleiotropic outcomes of non-specific disease genes 
underlying similar immunogenetic mechanisms. While it is apparent that multiple cases of a 
single disease cluster within families, more striking are the individuals in those families afflicted 
with multiple autoimmune diseases. This study explored the dynamics of familial aggregation 
and segregation in AD (i.e., having at least one AD), polyautoimmunity (polyA) (i.e., having at 
least two ADs) and multiple autoimmune syndrome (MAS) (i.e., having three or more ADs) 
patients. Moreover, this project examined the effect and importance of homozygosity and 
whether the ancestry component of Colombian affected individuals is associated with 
susceptibility/protection to develop an AD. 

Methods: Familial aggregation was examined for first-degree relatives. Segregation analysis for 
a binary trait was implemented on 210 single ascertained multiplex AD families. Homozygosity 
was examined by two approaches: (I) a case – control comparison and evaluation on the effect 
of homozygosity at the genome-wide level, including 453 genotyped unrelated individuals (121 
late-onset AD, 79 early-onset, 40 polyA, 30 MAS and 183 healthy control individuals); and (II) a 
model-free affected pair linkage approach which included 35 MAS, 49 polyA, 104 late-, and 83 
early-onset multiplex families. The admixture effect was examined in all included 
Colombian affected and healthy individuals, as well as in individuals originated from 
reference populations, assuming three ancestral groups (k=3) (i.e., European, Amerindian 
and African). The ancestry component effect for the studied traits was compared and 
examined by logistic regression relative to controls. All individuals and families were treated 
and recruited at the Center for Autoimmune Diseases Research (CREA) from Medellin 
and Bogota, Colombia, South America. 

Results: This project provided data supporting that polyA and MAS are not AD independent 
traits and that gender, age and age of onset represent factors that define and allow the study of 
the dynamics of the traits within the familial group. Also, segregation data provided evidence for 
the genetic component role in the etiology of AD in late-onset families, while for early-onset 
families and perhaps because of their the relatively familial young status, eluded a clear picture 
of autoimmunity segregation and aggregation. The data also showed homozygosity differences 
relative to controls for early-onset individuals, while on local inspection several markers 
suggested homozygosity associated with protection/susceptibility to early-, late-onset, polyA 
and/or MAS. Moreover, ancestry and autoimmunity in Colombian samples showed how the 
autoimmune trait landscape is not a black and white scenario but rather a colorful mix of genetic 
and environmental factors. All markers analyzed were highly informative with a low null allele 
frequency making them optimal and reliable for genetic diversity studies. 

Conclusions  This study presumed autoimmunity as a trait rather than a clinical phenotype and 
tried to approach AD as a continuous trait presenting extreme phenotypes. Data suggested that 
AD are not independent traits and that gender, age and age of onset represent factors play a 
role and allow to study of the dynamic of the traits. Finally, a clinical defined individual AD, 
defined by symptoms and signs, might not be completely juxtaposed to the AD trait defined by 
environment and genetics, which makes even more difficult the task to define and untangle 
disease mechanisms.  



Resumen 
Introducción: Las enfermedades autoinmunes (EA) son responsables de una gran porción de 
discapacidad y morbilidad a nivel mundial. Generalmente, las investigaciones científicas se 
centran en una sola enfermedad, aunque los fenotipos autoinmunes podrían estar 
representados por efectos pleiotrópicos en genes no-específicos al presentar mecanismos 
inmunogenéticos similares. Múltiples casos de una sola enfermedad dentro de familia son 
evidentes, y aún más sorprendente son los individuos en aquellas familias que sufren 
de múltiples EAs. Este estudio exploró la dinámica de agregación familiar y la segregación en 
pacientes con EA, poliautoimmunidad (polyA) (presentar por lo menos dos AD) y el síndrome 
autoinmune múltiple (MAS) (presentar tres o más EA). Por otra parte, se examinó el efecto 
y la importancia de la homocigosis y la ancestría en individuos afectados colombianos con 
respecto a desarrollar una EA. 

Métodos: La agregación y segregación familiar se examinó en familiares de primer grado para 
un rasgo binario en 210 familias afectadas por EA. La homocigosis se estudió en dos enfoques: 
(I) Comparación de casos y controles mediante la evaluación del efecto de la homocigosis al
nivel de todo el genoma en 453 individuos no relacionados (121 EA tardía, 79 EA temprana, 40
polyA, 30 MAS y 183 individuos control); (II) por un estudio de ligamiento no-paramétrico en
parientes afectados en 35 familias con MAS, 49 con polyA, 104 con EA tardía, y 83 con EA
temprana. La ancestría se examinó en todos los individuos afectados y sanos colombianos, así
como individuos originados a partir de poblaciones de referencia, suponiendo tres grupos
ancestrales (k = 3) (i.e., europea, amerindia y africana). El efecto de ancestría para los rasgos
estudiados se comparó y analizó mediante regresión logística con respecto a los controles.
Todos los individuos y las familias fueron tratados e invitados a participar en el Centro de
Investigación de Enfermedades Autoinmunes (CREA) en Medellín y Bogotá, Colombia.

Resultados: Este proyecto sugiere que las EA no son rasgos independientes y que el género, 
la edad y la edad de inicio representan factores que definen y permiten el estudio de la 
dinámica de los rasgos dentro del grupo familiar. Más allá, los datos de segregación 
proporcionaron soporte para el papel del componente genético en la etiología de las EAs en las 
familias de aparición tardía, mientras que para las familias de inicio temprano no se observó un 
papel claro, tal vez debido a la edad relativamente joven familiar.  

Los datos también mostraron diferencias en la homocigosidad en relación con los controles 
para las personas de aparición temprana, mientras que en la inspección de varios marcadores 
locales se sugiere que la homocigosis se encuentra asociada con la protección/susceptibilidad 
para la EA temprana, de inicio tardío, polyA y MAS. Por otra parte, la ancestría y la 
autoinmunidad en muestras de colombianos mostraron cómo el paisaje rasgo autoinmune no 
es un escenario blanco y negro, sino más bien una colorida mezcla de factores genéticos y 
ambientales. Todos los marcadores analizados fueron muy informativos con una baja 
frecuencia del alelo nulo haciéndolos óptimos y fiables para estudios de diversidad genética. 

Conclusiones: Este estudio asumió a la autoinmunidad como un rasgo más que un fenotipo 
clínico y como un rasgo continuo que presenta fenotipos extremos. Los datos sugieren que las 
EAs no son independientes. Por último, una EA individual, definida por síntomas y signos, 
podría no ser completamente yuxtapuesta con una EA definida por el medio ambiente y 
genética, lo que hace aún más difícil la tarea de definir y dilucidar los mecanismos de las 
enfermedades. 
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General Introduction 
Autoimmune diseases (ADs) are responsible for a substantial amount of disability and morbidity 

worldwide. Although their epidemiology varies according to individual conditions, collectively, 

autoimmune prevalence is at least 5% in the general population and is one of the major causes 

of premature mortality in young and middle aged women (1). 

ADs represent a diverse collection of diseases in terms of their demographic profile and primary 

clinical manifestations (2). The National Institutes of Health (NIH) estimates up to 23.5 million 

Americans suffer from AD with more than 80 known forms of disease and at least 40 more 

having an autoimmune basis making ADs the top ten leading causes of death in Americans. 

The commonality between ADs is the damage to tissues and organs arising from the loss of 

tolerance and in most cases a gender imbalance (2). Research generally focuses on a single 

disease, although autoimmune phenotypes could represent pleiotropic outcomes of non-specific 

disease genes underlying similar immunogenetic mechanisms (3). While it is apparent that 

multiple cases of a single disease cluster within families (4), more striking are the individuals in 

those families afflicted with multiple ADs (5).  

Although ADs encompass a broad range of phenotypic manifestations and severity, their 

pathogenesis is considered to be multifactorial and several of their features suggest they share 

common etiologic factors	 (6). ADs can be categorized into two types of disorders: (1) systemic, 

such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), in which the loss of immune tolerance is directed 

towards systemic antigens and disease manifestations can occur at a variety of different sites in 

the body; and (2) organ-specific in which predominantly or exclusively directed towards tissue-

specific elements (e.g., type 1 diabetes (T1D) targets the pancreas, autoimmune thyroid 

disease (AITD) which attacks the thyroid gland). Most ADs are characterized by female 

predominance, and many are associated with the production of autoantibodies. These shared 

disease features, in conjunction with epidemiologic evidence that demonstrates the clustering of 

multiple ADs within individuals and families, strongly implicates shared etiologic factors that 

might include shared genetic loci. 

Recent advances in genomics have led to increased understanding of the molecular 

underpinnings of disease. Numerous genetic factors are established to be important 

contributors to susceptibility in developing ADs based on several findings including the 
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examination of the concordance rates between relatives for many autoimmune diseases (7). A 

variety of pathogenic mechanisms are ultimately triggered during the progression of ADs and 

dysregulation involving major cell signaling pathways and inflammatory responses are 

consistent features in most ADs (8, 9). However, due to their multifactorial and polygenic nature, 

accompanied by a differential penetrance influenced by environmental factors and genetic 

heterogeneity among populations (10, 11), untangling of the genetic determinants defining their 

outcome and onset has proven to be extremely challenging. Likewise, data showing the 

existence of different ADs within a single family or within the same individual, suggest a 

combination of genetic defects that may predispose individuals to different ADs sharing 

common pathogenic pathways (12). 

Why Multiple Autoimmune Diseases Instead of One? 
ADs represent a diverse collection of diseases in terms of their demographic profile and primary 

clinical manifestations. The phenotypic commonality between AD, however, is the damage to 

tissues and organs, which arises from the loss of tolerance, and that for most of them more 

women are affected than men (2). While it is apparent that multiple cases of a single disease 

cluster within families (4), even more striking are the numbers of individuals in those families 

afflicted with multiple different ADs (4, 13, 14). As heterogeneous diseases, ADs develop from 

the cumulative effect of diverse events on the immune system (15). Moreover, it is clear that 

ADs do not begin at the time of clinical appearance, but rather many years before.  

The Commonality in Autoimmunity — A common origin for diverse ADs is sustained by three 

levels of evidence (5). The first comes from clinical observations indicating the possible shift 

from one disease to another or to the fact that more than one AD may coexist in a single patient 

(i.e., polyautoimmunity, polyA) (4, 16-19), or in the same family (i.e., familial autoimmunity) 

(Figure 1) (20). This level corresponds to the mosaic of clinical syndromes manifested in the 

form of co-occurrence of various ADs within an individual, or co-occurrence within members of a 

family. As support for the first level of clinical evidence, four entities have been described 

previously in the literature (Figure 1).		

The second level of evidence refers to known shared pathophysiological mechanisms 

between ADs. Epidemiological studies have shown correlations among certain ADs, linking 

epidemiological observations to physiopathological evidence for autoimmune diseases might 

contribute to our knowledge for the shared etiological and immunogenetic mechanisms (15).  
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The third level of evidence corresponds to the evidence implying common genetic factors (18). 

The importance of this concept focuses on the probability of having multiple ADs simultaneously 

in one patient, which goes beyond epidemiologic inferences. Therefore, family history of ADs 

should be considered when performing genetic analysis as this new approach incorporates all 

accepted pathologies for which evidence suggests an autoimmune origin. Genetic approaches 

have postulated the possible scenarios in a defined population influencing the risk to develop an 

AD. Each population would have its own polymorphism repertoire, in which several would be 

common among populations and other would be characteristic of each one.  

Figure 1. Types of familial autoimmunity. 
A. Familial autoimmune disease (FAID)
is defined as the presence of one specific

AD in various members of a nuclear

family. The FAID importance stands

behind the fact that the presence of the

same AD in various generations of one

family should require whether a stronger

common genetic component compared to

other syndromes or a common

environmental risk factor or a combination

of both, making these families more

informative in terms of genetic

epidemiology due to their homogeneity in

the phenotype. Moreover, there is

increased evidence for aggregation of AD

in families of patients with a single AD (13,

21). Thus, the family history of AD should

be considered when performing such

genetic analysis. In this case a proband

and a first degree relative (i.e. her father) have T1D. B. Familial autoimmunity (FAI): This phenomenon 

corresponds to the presence of different autoimmune diseases in a nuclear family. This definition uses the term 

“autoimmune disease” as a trait that encircles all accepted pathologies for which evidence suggests an autoimmune 

origin. C. Multiple Autoimmune Syndrome (MAS): Corresponds to the presence of a least three ADs in a single 

individual. In this case two siblings have the same syndrome although different phenotypes. Also, this family 

represents a case of FAI. MAS was described by Humbert and Dupond in 1988 as a syndrome consisting of the 

presence of three or more ADs in one patient (22). The importance of this concept focuses on the probability of 

having three ADs simultaneously in one patient, goes beyond epidemiologic inferences or statistical chance. Thus, 

these previous notion arguments are in favor of common pathophysiological mechanisms giving origin to all three 
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diseases. D. Polyglandular Autoimmune Syndrome, Type II (PASII). Corresponds to the presence of Addison´s 

disease, autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD) and T1D. In this family, however, familial autoimmune disease and 

familial autoimmune coexist. PASII is also universally known as Schmidt’s Syndrome (23). In 1964, Carpenter 

included in an extensive review of the literature the presence of T1D to the syndrome defining the classic triad for 

PASII (24). The diagnosis of PASII is defined by the presence of at least two ADs in one patient. There are three 

more types of PAS (24, 25). There some controversy around the definition of each type and some authors argument 

that PAS type II, III and IV are different manifestations of the same syndrome (25). This disagreement has strong 

foundations, for there are several reports showing association between T1D, AITD, CD, VIT, and AD.  Herein, we will 

refer to the co-occurrence of distinct ADs within an individual by following the clinical evidence of which the 

autoimmune tautology highlights as Polyautoimmunity (19). Polyautoimmunity proposes the association of 

disorders, which encompasses the concept of a common origin for these diseases. Taken from Anaya et al (26). 

ADs Genetic Epidemiology – Current status quo 
Autoimmune disorder epidemiology varies according to individual conditions. Though, ADs 

encompass a broad range of phenotypic manifestations and severity, their pathogenesis is 

considered to be multifactorial and several of their features suggest they share common 

etiologic factors. These shared disease features, in conjunction with epidemiologic evidence 

that demonstrates the clustering of multiple ADs within individuals and families, strongly 

implicate shared etiologic factors including shared genetic loci. Reasons for the diverse 

manifestations exhibited by different ADs remain unclear, but recent progress in elucidating 

genetic susceptibility loci for this group of disorders promises to shed light on this important 

issue (27).  

ADs are multifactorial in nature with susceptibility controlled by multiple genetic and 

environmental factors and they develop from the cumulative effect of diverse events on the 

immune system (15) (Figure 2). Diverse populations present different allelic structure, 

depending on the population natural and epidemiological history (28). In addition, the effects of 

genotype on phenotype in any given population may depend upon environment and length of 

exposure to an undefined etiological insult. Consequently, there is a need to explore genetic 

associations in diverse populations.  

Genetic studies have revealed important conclusions on the genetic architecture of ADs. A 

plausible disease trait scenario has been projected as multiple environmental variants 

interacting with several genes to conferred susceptibility among individuals over a population 

(29). Accordingly with this theory, individuals would express the disease trait if they were 

located among the wrong side of the normal distribution. This concept has been widely 
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accepted, but additivity must be assumed for all genetic variants accompanied by an equal 

effect among the trait. Autoimmunity might involve a genetic distribution not as straightforward 

as a normal distribution but an unknown one in which many loci would not add but complement 

the individuals risk to develop the autoimmune phenotype. 

For many perhaps most traits, the interaction with other genes and environmental factors might 

be genetically programmed or may be purely stochastic. Most common diseases probably 

contain major subsets that fall into this sort of causation, even when the phenotypic 

manifestation is usually considered as being monogenic which could be the result of gene-

environment interaction (30). 

Main Factors Affecting the Genetic Epidemiology of ADs 
Genetic evidence now suggests that genetic susceptibility to common disease is probably due 

to hundreds or even thousands of alleles that may or may not be rare, ancestral derived, and/or 

can vary in frequency among human populations. Likewise, evidence for epistatic interaction 

among risk alleles and their role in ADs has started to gain more focus (31). 

It is important to distinguish between the clinical sense of familial clustering (extended families 

that happen to have multiple cases of a disease or syndrome of interest) and the 

epidemiological sense of familial aggregation (there is, on average, a greater frequency of 

disease in close relatives of individuals with the disease than in relatives of individuals without 

Figure 2. Outline showing the plausible stages for a multifactorial heterogeneous etiology to develop over time. Each stage shows 
the known phenomena that cumulative will be the causative scenario for the onset of autoimmune disease (s).   As predisposing 
factors impact over the life of the individuals, they also converge and interact to create and increase or decrease the liability an 
individual would have to develop the phenotype. The former is accompanied by the physiological phenomena caused or derived 
from the functional and biological configuration of the subject which in turn will lead to disease markers, signs and symptoms 
needed to be taken into account to be prognosed, diagnosed and in the best case scenario prevented. 
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the disease). Analyses of familial aggregation treat the family like any other unit of clustering. 

In addressing whether there is phenotypic aggregation within families, no attempt is made to 

determine the cause of any aggregation (32). Nevertheless, the observation and portrayal of 

familial autoimmunity and the outline of the MAS has put aside the environmental aggregation 

and given a greater value towards the common/rare genetic component for diverse autoimmune 

phenotypes with a generally common background (4).   

Families with multiple affected relatives appear to share common risk alleles with sporadic 

patients, but may have a higher genetic load. A consequence of the polygenic model for 

complex diseases is that patients are inevitably highly heterogeneous in terms of the particular 

set of risk alleles they carry. It has been suggested that this may translate in different genetically 

determined disease mechanisms in subgroups of patients or a common disease mechanism 

that is complemented by additional pathways that are more or less predominant in different 

subgroups (33). Familial approaches have documented the clustering of certain ADs among the 

relatives of individuals who have RA, MS, SLE, T1D and other diseases (13, 21, 34-38). 

Age has been proposed as a responsible factor for the onset of ADs at midlife (age, 40-60). The 

problem with age in epidemiologic studies dwells in the fact that many ADs have different ages 

of onset. For children for example, the most common diseases are T1D, CD and VIT (39). For 

young adults, MS, myasthenia gravis (MG), VIT, and SLE are the most frequent (40). Mid-age 

patients are more likely to have Sjögren's syndrome (SS) (41), scleroderma (SSc) (42), and RA 

(43). Finally, people at older ages are more prone to have SS (41), AITD (44), and MG (45). 

This mosaic of ages constitutes one of the biggest problems in aggregation and co-occurrence 

studies (15). 

The vast majority of patients affected with ADs are females; the reason for this prevalence is 

poorly understood. The proportion of females with AD varies depending on the disease; from 

18:1 in AITD to 1:1 in PSO to 1:2 in ankylosing spondylitis (AS). Even for specific populations, 

reports have described differences in gender and clinical presentation pertaining sex and RA 

(46). ADs, more prevalent in men, are characterized by acute inflammation, appearance of 

autoantibodies and a pro-inflammatory Th1 immune response whereas ADs more prevalent in 

women have known antibody-mediated pathologies. Moreover, ADs more prevalent in women 

that appear clinically in women past age 50 years are associated with chronic Th2-mediated 
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pathology (47). The more frequent the AD and the later it appears, the more women are 

affected.  

Sex hormones have been considered to be candidates responsible for susceptibility to AD 

through modulation of Th1/Th2 response. Impact of hormonal changes on the disease course in 

females is documented in pregnancy: severity of MS and RA has been reported to decrease 

during pregnancy whereas severity in SLE is either exacerbated or unaffected during 

pregnancy. High levels of hormones during pregnancy, which enhance Th2 response 

suppressing RA and MS driven by a Th1 response, may explain this. In contrast, SLE is Th2 

driven and might not be suppressed by the hormones (48). Theoretically, X-chromosome 

inactivation and the resultant tissue chimerism might explain the female predisposition to 

systemic autoimmunity (49, 50). 

A preferential inheritance of the autoimmunity trait from mothers has been observed in patients 

with primary SS (13, 51), SLE (52) and T1D (53), indicating a preferential transmission of 

susceptibility genes from mothers to their offspring. Maternal transmission of autoimmunity 

could be influenced by the high preponderance of ADs in females compared to the general 

population given their greater intrinsic susceptibility to develop these diseases that can 

potentially arise from sex related physiological factors (54). Nonetheless, other reports have 

postulated a preferential transmission of the autoimmune trait through the father, more 

specifically T1D (55) and MS (56). Given an inherently excess of susceptibility of women to 

develop an AD, men would require an augmented risk to overcome the resistance towards 

autoimmunity relatively to women. Thus, men would need a greater content of susceptibility 

variants that would trigger their phenotype and also would guarantee more often transmission of 

the autoimmunity trait to his offspring. This has been previously reported for MS by Kantarci et 

al. (56), under the Carter effect, defined by the observed higher incidence of the trait in relatives 

when the index case is the least commonly affected sex (57).  

ADs are not inherited in a simple, classical Mendelian way, but have instead a complex or a yet 

unknown mode of inheritance (10, 58). Bias et al. were the first to consider a single major gene 

conferring susceptibility for autoimmunity, and suggested an autosomal dominant inheritance 

pattern with penetrance of approximately 92% in females and 9% in males (10). As well, Arcos-

Burgos et al. showed the presence of a dominant major gene and strong environmental effects 

as the most parsimonious model of segregation for VIT (59). On the other hand, when analyzing 
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RA together with other ADs a mixed model fitted the data significantly better than the major 

gene or polygenic models (60). 

Finally, it is well recognized that geography and ethnicity can affect the incidence and 

prevalence of autoimmune diseases. Both factors are thought to reflect etiological heterogeneity 

between environmental, genetic factors, and their interactions; compelling examples of this 

effect have been reported for ADs such as RA (61, 62), primary SS (61, 63), SSc (64)	 and SLE 

(65). 
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Research Plan 
This project was portrait in order to serve as a proof of principle in a genetic epidemiology 

framework for AD affected individuals, their relatives and healthy controls recruited from the 

same background population. Each aim was proposed to support information for common 

autoimmunity and polyA, reported generally in independent studies using individuals not always 

from the same background population. 

• General Approach and State of the Art (Chapter 1)
Manuscript I - Castiblanco John, Arcos-Burgos Mauricio, Anaya Juan-Manuel. What 
is next after the genes for autoimmunity? BMC Med. 2013. Review. PMID: 24107170 

• Specific Aims

• Aim 1 — Familial Aggregation and Segregation (Chapter 2)
 Manuscript II – Castiblanco John, Sarmiento-Monroy Juan-Camilo, Mantilla Ruben-
Dario, Rojas-Villarraga Adriana, Anaya Juan-Manuel. Familial Aggregation and 
Segregation Analysis in Families Presenting Autoimmunity, Polyautoimmunity, and 
Multiple Autoimmune Syndrome. J Immunol Res.  2015; 2015: 572353. Epub 2015 
Nov 30. PMID: 26697508 

• Aim 2 — Homozygosity mapping (Chapter 3)
Manuscript III - Castiblanco John, Mantilla Ruben-Dario , Rojas-Villarraga Adriana and
Juan-Manuel Anaya. Homozygosity Genetic Analysis in Autoimmunity 
Affected Individuals and Multiplex Autoimmune Disease Families. Immunome Res 
13: 136. doi: 10.4172/17457580.1000136.

• Aim 3 — Population structure and Admixture Mapping (Chapter 4)
Manuscript IV - Castiblanco John, Mantilla Ruben-Dario , Rojas-Villarraga Adriana
and Juan-Manuel Anaya. Ancestry effect in Colombian Individuals presenting 
Autoimmunity, Polyautoimmunity and Multiple Autoimmune Syndrome. (Manuscript 
in submission) 
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Chapter 1 - What is next after the genes for 
autoimmunity? 

Castiblanco John, Arcos-Burgos Mauricio, Anaya Juan-Manuel. What is next after the genes for 

autoimmunity? BMC Med. 2013. Review. PMID: 24107170 
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Cutting edge: issues in autoimmunity
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What is next after the genes for autoimmunity?
John Castiblanco1,2,3,4, Mauricio Arcos-Burgos5 and Juan-Manuel Anaya1*
Abstract

Clinical pathologies draw us to envisage disease as either an independent entity or a diverse set of traits governed
by common physiopathological mechanisms, prompted by environmental assaults throughout life. Autoimmune
diseases are not an exception, given they represent a diverse collection of diseases in terms of their demographic
profile and primary clinical manifestations. Although they are pleiotropic outcomes of non-specific disease genes
underlying similar immunogenetic mechanisms, research generally focuses on a single disease. Drastic technologic
advances are leading research to organize clinical genomic multidisciplinary approaches to decipher the nature of
human biological systems. Once the currently costly omic-based technologies become universally accessible, the
way will be paved for a cleaner picture to risk quantification, prevention, prognosis and diagnosis, allowing us to
clearly define better phenotypes always ensuring the integrity of the individuals studied. However, making accurate
predictions for most autoimmune diseases is an ambitious challenge, since the understanding of these pathologies
is far from complete. Herein, some pitfalls and challenges of the genetics of autoimmune diseases are reviewed,
and an approximation to the future of research in this field is presented.

Keywords: Autoimmunity, Common, Genetics, Genomics, Personalized, Predictive medicine, Polyautoimmunity,
Translational medicine
Introduction
The everlasting vision of a predictive and preventive
framework for disease assessment has pushed the med-
ical sciences to search for new means to manage health
care and translate basic research into clinical practice.
However, as we dig deeper into the cell and disease
mechanisms, the path is not always clear because each
new achievement and tool leads to more intricate defini-
tions and targets [1]. Likewise, the cost and configur-
ation of health care plans do not take into consideration
the move towards personalized medicine, due in part to
the lack of interaction between basic and clinical re-
search. Advances in technology are now prompting this
interaction, preparing for more realistic bench to bedside
implementation [1-3].
The lack of pathognomonic diagnostic tools and clear-

cut diagnostic criteria for complex conditions exposes
patients to a bureaucratic limbo, stuck in the system in
search of an accurate and complete diagnosis to receive
appropriate treatment. Clinical pathologies lead us to
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consider disease as either an independent entity or a
diverse set of traits governed by common physiopatho-
logical mechanisms that are prompted by environmen-
tal assaults throughout life [4,5]. Autoimmune diseases
(ADs) are not an exception. Though the damage to tissues
and organs arising from the loss of tolerance is the com-
mon attractor to ADs, they represent a diverse collection of
diseases defined by their demographic and epidemiological
profile, genetic configuration of susceptibility, environmen-
tal spectrum and clinical manifestations [4]. Although
research more often focuses on a single disease (phenotype),
autoimmune phenotypes could represent heterogeneous
outcomes of genes underlying similar immunogenic
mechanisms, by either cross-phenotype association or
by pleiotropy [4,6]. In this sense, clinical observations
indicate the possible shift from one disease to another,
or the fact that more than one AD may coexist in a single
patient (that is, polyautoimmunity) or in the same family
(that is, familial autoimmunity) [7].
This article provides a glimpse of the current and

future directions for autoimmunity and ADs, discussing
the many variables affecting the potential use and appli-
cation of genetic, evolutionary, demographic, environ-
mental and immunopathological information that could
ntral Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
/creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use,
, provided the original work is properly cited.
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be used for prediction, prevention and eventually treat-
ment of ADs.

The genetic component of ADs
As multifactorial conditions, ADs develop from the cu-
mulative effect of diverse events on the immune system.
It is now clear they do not begin at the time of clinical
appearance but rather many years before (Figure 1). This
window of clinical silence offers the possibility of predicting
ADs [8].
Familial aggregation is observed in ADs, but the preva-

lence in close relatives of affected individuals is usually
lower than would be expected if these conditions were
Mendelian-like [9]. Recurrent associations have been
reported in the literature [10-12]. The diseases of this
aggregated pattern share similar genetic risk factors,
including the major histocompatibility complex and
also non-major histocompatibility complex variants [13-15]
(Figure 2). A higher concordance rate of ADs in monozy-
gotic than in dizygotic twins supports a significant effect
of genes additively contributing to autoimmunity [16].
Although there is higher concordance in monozygotic
twins, environment, stochastic phenomena and exposure
still result in discordance in disease thresholds among such
twin pairs [17]. Reported heritability, based on available
twin concordance rates and prevalence estimated for ADs
as a group, ranges from 0.008 for systemic sclerosis to 1.0
for Crohn’s disease, with a median value close to 0.6 [18].
ADs are not inherited in a classical Mendelian pattern, but
instead have a complex, yet incompletely defined mode of
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inheritance [19-21]. Further study is needed on environ-
mental and epigenetic factors to clarify their role and effect
to allow a greater understanding of their influence, along
with genetics, in defining the onset and progression of ADs.
The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
through expert panel workshops has started revisions of
such factors to support this growing field of autoimmunity
research [22]. For instance, exposure to organic solvents
has been shown to affect the risk to develop ADs [23].
Age remains an important topic in autoimmunity, not

only because of the biological implications of aging on the
immune system but also because of the setback it consti-
tutes for epidemiologic studies [27]. Further complications
arise when two diseases are so far apart at their time of
diagnosis that a rigorous follow-up becomes imperative to
find co-occurrence in one patient [28].
The reason for a major prevalence of ADs among

women is poorly understood. The more frequent the AD
and the later it appears, the more women are affected
[29]. The most convincing explanation of female-biased
autoimmunity remains the hormonal theory. Hormones
such as estrogens and prolactin have been studied for
increasing susceptibility to ADs and can affect both
innate and adaptive immune systems [29]. Generally,
women have a stronger humoral and cellular immune
response than men.
In complex traits, allelic architecture challenges the

identification of common and rare genomic variants and
their potential effect on risk or protection to develop
ADs [15]. Several strategies have been considered to
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Figure 2 Weighted list created from the reported significant mapped genes in the current genome-wide association studies curated
from the National Human Genome Research Institute and the database of genotypes and phenotypes. The word cloud shows the
frequency of genes and its associated variants relative to their font size using a freely available java applet [24]. Both databases (accessed April 2013)
[25,26] were queried taking into account P-values reported for the genetic variants associated with autoimmune disease. For the National Human
Genome Research Institute, a total of 12,064 genetic variants were encountered, out of which 1,370 were variants significantly associated with
autoimmune disease susceptibility. In the database of genotypes and phenotypes, out of 31,246 reported variants, 972 were mutually exclusive from
the National Human Genome Research Institute, for a grand total of 2,342 genetic variants related to genes associated in a genome-wide association
study of any population. The autoimmune diseases of interest were autoimmune thyroid disease, Behcet’s disease, celiac disease, rheumatoid arthritis,
inflammatory bowel disease, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, Kawasaki disease, multiple sclerosis, primary biliary cirrhosis, primary sclerosing cholangitis,
psoriasis, systemic sclerosis, systemic lupus erythematosus, type 1 diabetes and vitiligo.
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dissect variants either associated or co-segregating with
ADs (that is, association or linkage approaches such as
family-based co-segregation analysis) [9,15]. For association
studies, two approaches are available: genome-wide asso-
ciation studies (GWAS) and candidate gene studies. The
genome-wide association approach is usually hypothesis-
free whereas the candidate gene is hypothesis-driven.
A leap forward towards the recognition of more genes

coincided with the advent of high-throughput genotyping
technologies and genetic variation repositories, which
allowed the use of large sample cohorts to screen for
new variants. GWAS interrogate the vast majority of
known common polymorphisms [30,31]. This strategy
led to a broad array of studies of different AD cohorts
(Figure 3), aiming to disclose either new genes or loci
associated with ADs or to replicate previously reported
associations (Figure 2). Guidelines for the design, quality
control and interpretation of GWAS have been presented
elsewhere [32-34], as well as novel approaches to study
shared genetic factors (for example, cross-phenotype
meta-analysis) [35,36].
The overreaching conclusion after the first round of

GWAS reports is that genetic heterogeneity, epistasis
and complex interactions, plus demographic and environ-
mental factors, underpin the susceptibility to ADs [13-15].
Common Autoimmunity - Proof of Principle. John C
It is unclear how many genetic variants are associated
with ADs, and what the immunomolecular mechanisms
underlying epistasis among them are. However, a full
inventory of variants is not far away and new approaches
to examine epistasis will tell us how genes interact to con-
fer either susceptibility or protection against ADs [37]. On
top of this genetic view, newly published and publicly
available data (for example, exome sequencing project,
HapMap and the 1000 genomes project) are at par with
technological approaches probing other omic layers
like gene expression (for example, RNA-seq, Ribo-seq),
methylation (for example, Methyl-seq; BS-seq, Bisulfite
Sequencing), other epigenetic marks (for example,
ChIP-seq, Chromatin Immunoprecipitation sequencing;
FAIRE-seq, formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory
elements–sequencing) and genome structure (for example,
Immuno-seq; PhIT-Seq, phenotypic interrogation via tag
sequencing) [38] are gaining further attention and applica-
tion to be compared and matched between their omic
counterparts. Current ongoing approaches mapping genetic
variation contributing to transcriptional variation, referred
to as expression quantitative trait locus analyses [39,40], are
assessing the role of genetic variants on the expression of
genes in their vicinity; empirically, these approaches have
been demonstrated to be well-powered to detect regulatory
Page 13 of 81



Figure 3 Histogram showing the percentage of autoimmune diseases with significant reported genetic variants in the current genome-wide
association studies curated from the National Human Genome Research Institute and the database of genotypes and phenotypes. Both
databases [25,26] were accessed in April 2013. AITD, autoimmune thyroid disease; BD, Behcet’s disease; CD, celiac disease; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease;
JRA, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis; KD, Kawasaki disease; MS, multiple sclerosis; PBC, primary biliary cirrhosis; PSC, primary sclerosing cholangitis; PSO,
psoriasis; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SCL, systemic sclerosis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; SSC, systemic sclerosis; T1D, type 1 diabetes; VIT, vitiligo.
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effects [41,42]. This type of post-omic information will add
to current knowledge and provide new insights for mech-
anism and molecular processes for specific phenotyped
cells and traits related to the autoimmunity phenomena.

Pitfalls and challenges of complex trait analysis
In recent years, a plethora of new susceptibility genetic
variants for ADs has emerged. The advent and advance of
microarray and next-generation sequencing technologies
has resulted in commercially available tools to provide
and obtain genotypes and sequencing information in a fast
but costly manner. This exponential production of data is
reflected in the number of manuscripts reporting associa-
tions of hundreds of loci to ADs. Thus far, the human
leukocyte antigen locus has disclosed the strongest asso-
ciation with ADs [43]. In the case of systemic lupus
erythematosus, a simple search in PubMed reported more
than 5,000 papers on the genetics of the disease. These de-
scribe more than 40 loci, replicated by several independ-
ent studies, that modify the risk to acquire the disease.
However, these systemic lupus erythematosus-associated
loci explain a minimal portion of the additive heritability,
challenging the idea that this new genetic knowledge might
allow for a better predictive and preventive assessment of
ADs (that is, missing heritability). Table 1 summarizes
the main pitfalls and challenges of complex trait analyses,
which we will comment upon next.
Two major challenges in studying ADs are the genetic

heterogeneity, referring to how a set of genetic variants
Common Autoimmunity - Proof of Principle. John C
might define a trait onset either by their combination or
differential effect, and pleiotropy [6], where a single gene
leads to multiple phenotypic expressions or disorders. As
mentioned by Lehner [44], the sharp statement by Sewal
Wright in the 1930s that ‘each character is affected by
many characters…’ is very much true today.
Diverse human populations present different allelic and

genotype structures depending upon their evolutionary and
epidemiological history [45]. In addition, the effects of
genotype on phenotype for any given population may de-
pend on the environment and length of exposure to an un-
defined etiological insult. Differences in allele and genotype
frequencies among populations reflect the contribution of
evolutionary forces such as selection, genetic drift, mutation
and migration [46], which might explain why some risk
alleles to autoimmunity may be protective factors to in-
fectious diseases and vice versa [47]. Immune and infec-
tious agents have been recognized as among the strongest
selective pressures for natural populations [47]. Further
research regarding exploration of the interplay between
infection, type of exposure, additional environmental factors
(for example, microbioma) and autoimmunity will result in
the discovery of multiple factors underpinning perhaps
newly identified physiopathology mechanisms of ADs.
The relatively short evolutionary time since the rise of

modern humans after the clash of cultures in America
(500 years) is a perfect scenario to dissect specific im-
munity associated with infectious diseases and its role in
predisposition to ADs. Classical examples are Chagas’
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Table 1 Pitfalls and challenges of complex trait analysis

Pitfall and challenge Perspective

Complex epistatic interactions - Better algorithms and control for phenotype and subphenotype studies. Data analysis is the next
most expensive tool to develop.

Genetic heterogeneity - Larger size cohorts.

Pleiotropy - Familial studies to control for environmental and stochastic factors.

History of mutations and difference in
allele frequencies.

- Description and study of population genetic structure in light of reported information from other
reported and publicly available data.

Population stratification - Usage of newly reported algorithms for admixture analysis and pan-meta-analysis approaches.

Genetics in admixed populations

Statistical power and sample size - Correspondence in the use of specific clinical criteria or diagnostic biomarkers to define
phenotypes to enhance prediction and diagnosis.

Refining the phenotype - subphenotypes Development and application of bioinformatical approaches to classify disease as quantitative and
categorical entities.

Family based studies versus case–control studies Application of classical genetic and epidemiological tools to characterize new information available
for other ‘omic’ layers in the context of the genome from a familial and population viewpoint.

Gene-environment interaction Further research in environmental factors that might influence onset of disease
(for example, tobacco, coffee consumption, organic solvents)

Post-genomic era (‘omics’) Use of the publicly available ‘omic’ information already reported (for example, ENCODE, GEO, HapMap,
1000 genomes project) to explore, replicate and hypothesize new experimental functional designs.

Personalized medicine Genomic medicine-generated information to be applicable from the bench to bedside and also
from the bedside to bench.

Pharmacogenomics Disentangle markers capable of predicting and diagnosing risk of disease even before onset of
symptoms and signs.
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disease (originally found in America and absent in other
continents) and typhoid fever (brought to America by the
Spaniards conquers). Indeed, it is not only the knowledge
that might be contributed by this type of population, but
also the specific and direct epidemiological and health
care approach that must be provided to them. Admixed
populations such as Afro-American and Latin-American
are often medically underserved and bear a disproportion-
ately high burden of disease. Thus, given the diversity of
their genomes, these populations have both advantages
and disadvantages for genetic studies of complex pheno-
types [48]. Advances in statistical methodologies that use
genetic contributions from ancestral populations contrib-
uting to the current admixed population have proven to
be a powerful method to leverage the confounder effect of
ancestry, and this information is used to identify chromo-
somal segments linked to disease [46].
Consequently, there is a need to explore genetic associa-

tions in diverse populations. Proper matching of cases and
controls is a major consideration for GWAS, as well as in
any case–control association study. The use of ancestry
informative markers either to match or exclude cases and
controls given specific patterns of genetic stratification
allows us to overcome this limitation, diminishing the
possibility of reaching spurious associations as a conse-
quence of case–control ethnic microdifferentiation.
Determinants of statistical power such as sample size,

disease heterogeneity, pedigree and genotyping errors, as
well as the effect of the type and density of genetic markers,
Common Autoimmunity - Proof of Principle. John C
are a key factor in genetic studies. Studies should either
have sufficient power to detect a small effect size of mul-
tiple genes or consider the use of extreme and well-defined
phenotypes to detect the effect of major genes [30,31].
The term ‘metagenomics’ defines the set of mechanisms

by which a community of microorganisms interacts, lives
and infects animal tissues. New metagenomic approaches
have disclosed crucial information about the shaping of re-
sistance, susceptibility and loss of auto-tolerance for both
infectious and ADs [49]. Indeed, new reports demonstrate
that host-gene-microbial interactions are major determi-
nants for the development of ADs. Commensal microbial
communities may alter sex hormone levels and regulate
AD fate in individuals with a high genetic risk load [50].
Although ADs are often diagnosed according to classifi-

cation criteria, they share similar subphenotypes including
signs and symptoms, non-specific autoantibodies and high
levels of cytokines, which are prone to taxonomic problems
[51]. ADs have a heterogeneous spectrum, the disease
course differs from patient to patient and through different
phases within the same patient [52]. Refining the phenotype
will make the effect of certain genes in the sample more
easily detectable [4]. Genetic effects may be stronger for ex-
tremes of the risk factor distribution (for example, people
with onset at a very young or very old age) and for particu-
lar presentations. Therefore, restricting the sample to pa-
tients with specific characteristics, or minimizing the effect
of known environmental confounders will increase the
chances for genetic research to be successful.
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Disease heterogeneity should be minimized by consider-
ing subphenotypes or otherwise by adjusting for known
sources of heterogeneity as a covariate. Meta-analysis and
data pooling between different research groups can provide
a sizeable study, but both approaches require a high level of
vigilance about locus and disease heterogeneity when data
come from different populations. Spurious associations are
often due to population stratification, cryptic relatedness
and differential bias [53].
GWAS have a high power to detect common variants of

high or moderate effect. For weaker effects (for example,
relative risk <1.2), the power is greatly reduced, particularly
for recessive loci if the frequency of the variant is common
(that is, rare variants) [54]. Larger size cohorts can be used
to study common diseases, but meta-analyses and data
pooling are required to attain a study size of sufficient
magnitude for many other diseases [53]. GWAS approaches
are known to be poor in detecting effects from rare alleles
(that is, frequency <5%), but novel methods and technology,
such as exome and whole genome sequencing will fill
this gap to further support the genetic commonality of
autoimmune traits [55]. However, once a polymorphism
has been found to be associated with a trait, it’s functional
relevance must be examined and its biological effect on
such a trait understood (that is, functional genomics).
Recent advances in multiplexed assay technology are

taking us closer toward the identification of ‘actionable
markers’, capable of informing and providing biological
metrics of use in clinical practice. Not only will they help
gain insights into the onset, remission and exacerbation
of a pathology, they will improve and enhance treatment,
diagnosis and classification [56].

What is next?
Genomics normally implies the use of sequence and
genome information to annotate, describe and curate
functionality and structure, in order to decipher and
disentangle functionality and organization. New ‘omics’
approaches are starting to take this further by correlat-
ing and matching layers of genome-wide information
to explain and to explore mechanisms of interaction
between genetic and environmental factors. Significant
advances in human ‘omics’ are giving rise to new possi-
bilities in medicine, such as clinical bioinformatics [57]
and translational bioinformatics [58]. All these options
lead to one common premise: ways of mining mean-
ingful information from the vast amount of ‘omics’
data being generated. In this sense, application of com-
prehensive molecular information to clinical settings is
been referred to as ‘genomic medicine’ [59] with the
ultimate goal to nurture, improve and frame personal-
ized medicine. A genomic medicine approach will al-
ways require participation at a multidisciplinary research
expertise level.
Common Autoimmunity - Proof of Principle. John C
Personalized medicine is committed to survey, moni-
tor and diagnose risks to provide patients with a specific
treatment, taking into account their particular genetic pro-
file and molecular phenotype. Thus evaluation, comparison,
correlation, cross-matching and interaction of the nascent
‘omic’ information would not only aid in the prediction,
diagnosis and treatment at the individual level but also
provide insights into the physiopathological mechanisms of
disease onset and progression. For such purposes, an inte-
grative personal ‘omics’ profile such as the one suggested
by Chen et al. [60] will be useful to examine as many bio-
logical components as possible. Although these compo-
nents might change during healthy and diseased states, this
information combined with genomic information will be
useful to estimate disease risk and gain new insights into
diseased states [60]. Disease would be considered as a
hierarchical biological system composed of molecular
and functional cell, tissue and organ interactive net-
works. Any aberration in one or more networks will not
only have local effects but also systemic effects because
no cell, tissue or organ is isolated or independent.
Last but not least, safeguarding for all study participants,

whether healthy or affected, and studied family members
has to be warranted. Individuals are the ‘why’ behind this
overhauling of ‘omic’ and genomics approaches and
research, thus their legal rights and status quo have to be
defined in order to eventually be successful in applying
genomic-based medicine for the benefit of human kind.
We shall not forget the understated idea ‘…we should not
only be interested in the human genome but also in the
human beings that carry it’ [61].
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Studies documenting increased risk of developing autoimmune diseases (ADs) have shown that these conditions share several
immunogenetic mechanisms (i.e., the autoimmune tautology). This report explored familial aggregation and segregation of AD,
polyautoimmunity, and multiple autoimmune syndrome (MAS) in 210 families. Familial aggregation was examined for first-
degree relatives. Segregation analysis was implemented as in S.A.G.E. release 6.3. Data showed differences between late- and
early-onset families regarding their age, age of onset, and sex. Familial aggregation of AD in late- and early-onset families
was observed. For polyautoimmunity as a trait, only aggregation was observed between sibling pairs in late-onset families. No
aggregation was observed for MAS. Segregation analyses for AD suggested major gene(s) with no clear discernible classical known
Mendelian transmission in late-onset families, while for polyautoimmunity and MAS no model was implied. Data suggest that
polyautoimmunity and MAS are not independent traits and that gender, age, and age of onset are interrelated factors influencing
autoimmunity.

1. Introduction

Autoimmune diseases (ADs) are responsible for a substantial
amount of disability and morbidity worldwide. Although
their epidemiology varies according to individual conditions,
collectively, autoimmune prevalence is at least 5% in the gen-
eral population and is one of the major causes of premature
mortality in young and middle aged women [1].

As heterogeneous diseases, ADs develop from the cumu-
lative effect of diverse events on the immune system [2]. It is
clear that ADs do not begin at the time of clinical appearance
but rather many years before. A common origin for diverse
ADs is sustained by three levels of evidence [3]: the first comes
from clinical observations indicating the possible shift from
one disease to another or to the fact that more than one AD
may coexist in a single patient (i.e., polyautoimmunity) [4–
8] or in the same family (i.e., familial autoimmunity) [9]; a

second level of evidence refers to known shared pathophysi-
ological mechanisms between ADs [10, 11]. Epidemiological
studies show correlations among certain ADs, linking epi-
demiological observations to physiopathological evidence for
AD might contribute to our knowledge for the shared etio-
logical and immunogenetic mechanisms [2]; and a third level
of evidence corresponds to the evidence implying common
genetic factors [7].The importance of this concept focuses on
the probability of having multiple ADs simultaneously in one
patient, which goes beyond epidemiologic inferences.

Numerous genetic factors are established to be important
contributors to susceptibility in developing ADs based on
several findings including the examination of the concor-
dance rates between relatives for many autoimmune dis-
eases (ADs) [12]. However, due to their multifactorial and
polygenic nature, accompanied by differential penetrance
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influenced by environmental factors and genetic heterogene-
ity among populations [13, 14], untangling of the genetic
determinants defining their outcome and onset has proven
to be extremely challenging. Likewise, data showing the
existence of different ADs within a single family or within the
same individual suggest a combination of genetic defects that
may predispose individuals to differentADs sharing common
pathogenic pathways [15].

Therefore, family history of ADs should be considered
when performing genetic analysis as this new approach
incorporates all accepted pathologies for which evidence sug-
gests an autoimmune origin. Families with multiple affected
relatives appear to share common risk alleles with sporadic
patients but may have a higher genetic load. A consequence
of the polygenic model for complex diseases is that patients
are inevitably highly heterogeneous in terms of the particular
set of risk alleles they carry. It has been suggested that
this may translate in different genetically determined disease
mechanisms in subgroups of patients or a common disease
mechanism that is complemented by additional pathways
that are more or less predominant in different subgroups
[16]. Familial approaches have documented the clustering
of certain ADs among the relatives of individuals who have
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), multiple sclerosis (MS), systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE), and type 1 diabetes mellitus
(T1D) among other diseases [17–23].

ADs are not inherited in a simple, classicalMendelianway
but have instead a complex or a yet uncharacterized mode
of inheritance [13, 24]. Bias et al. were the first to consider a
single major gene conferring susceptibility for autoimmunity
and suggested an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern
with penetrance of approximately 92% in females and 9%
in males [13]. In addition, Arcos-Burgos et al. showed the
presence of a dominantmajor gene and strong environmental
effects as the most parsimonious model of segregation for
VIT [25]. On the other hand, when analyzing RA together
with other ADs, a mixed model fitted the data significantly
better than the major gene or polygenic models [26].

The clinical evidence of the autoimmune tautology high-
lights the cooccurrence of distinct ADs within an individ-
ual [27]. ADs coexistence in a single individual has led
researchers to consider different terms like autoimmune
diathesis [28] or kaleidoscope of autoimmunity [29] both of
which point to a common genetic background of ADs [6]. In
an effort to understand and further support the commonality
of autoimmunity as a trait among ADs, the present study
examined the dynamics of familial aggregation and segre-
gation in AD, polyautoimmunity, and multiple autoimmune
syndrome (MAS) in well-defined and characterized patients
and their relatives from Colombia, South America.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Population and Family Collection. This study sam-
ple consisted of multiplex families of varying size ascertained
through patients treated at the Center for Autoimmune
Diseases Research (CREA) in Medellin and Bogotá at the
University of Rosario, Colombia (Table 1). (i) Each recruited
family presented a proband with at least one AD according
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T1D 1 (0.46%) 87 (85.30%)
PolyAD 57 (26.03%) 0 (0%)
MAS 42 (19.18%) 1 (0.98%)
RA 39 (17.81%) 0 (0%)
AITD 34 (15.52%) 12 (11.77%)
SLE 27 (12.33%) 1 (0.98%)
SS 9 (4.11%) 0 (0%)
VIT 2 (0.91%) 1 (0.98%)
PSO 2 (0.91%) 0 (0%)
ITP 2 (0.91%) 0 (0%)
ASP 1 (0.46%) 0 (0%)
SSC 1 (0.46%) 0 (0%)
MS 1 (0.46%) 0 (0%)
AA 1 (0.46%) 0 (0%)

Figure 1: Frequency and distribution of autoimmune disease (AD)
in late-onset and early-onset families included in this report. For
analytical purposes, families were divided into two types: late-onset
(i.e., families where a proband presents a late-onset AD) and early-
onset (i.e., T1D families) (Figure 1).

to validated international classification criteria; (ii) each
recruited family presented at least one family member with
polyautoimmunity (i.e., cooccurrence of distinct ADs within
an individual); (iii) each recruited family presented evidence
of familial autoimmunity (i.e., different ADs withinmembers
of a nuclear family); and (iv) each other affected individual
presented a well-defined autoimmune phenotype (i.e., fulfill-
ment of international classification criteria in first-degree rel-
atives (FDRs)). Moreover, families in which the proband pre-
sented with T1D were included and used as early-onset AD
families (Figure 1). FDRswere defined as parents and siblings.

Patients with AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS fulfilled
validated classification criteria and were part of a multi-
center cohort followed at the CREA. Their information on
demographics and cumulative clinical manifestations over
the course of disease were obtained by both chart review and
discussion with the patient and were collected in a standard
data collection form. Only relatives of Colombian patients
were included and interviewed, following the methodol-
ogy described by Priori et al. [30], using a standardized
questionnaire that incorporates demographics and medical
information including a check-point list of 18 ADs [21]. In
order to avoid ascertainment bias, the diagnosis of any AD
was only considered reliable and consequently registered if
made by a certified physician (i.e., internist, endocrinologist,
or rheumatologist) and confirmed by chart review or verifica-
tion during discussion with the relative. All patients fulfilled
the diagnostic classification criteria proposed per disease as
previously applied [6, 21].

In T1D families, recruited cases were children all of whom
fulfilled the diagnostic classification criteria proposed by the
American Diabetes Association (ADA) [31] and had been
previously described [32] (Table 1). Their information on
demographics and cumulative clinical manifestations over
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Table 1: Characteristics of probands and families classified as late-onset and early-onset.

Characteristic Late-onset Early-onset
All AD PolyAD MAS All AD PolyAD/MAS

Age (yrs) 49.43 45.99 45.49 44.81 32.32∗∗ 19.54∗∗ 16
[Min, Max] [11, 91] [13, 83] [16, 78] [20, 64] [3, 94] [4, 70]

Age at onset (yrs) — 32.80 33.42 33.97 — 7.77∗∗ 11
[Min, Max] [5, 62] [5, 62] [5, 62] [1, 24]

Male
Aff (Unaff) 265 24 (156) 8 (172) 2 (178) 227 50 (141) 0 (191)

Female
Aff (Unaff) 451 195 (216) 91 (320) 41 (370) 216 52 (152) 1 (203)

Number of Peds 127 83
Mean size ± SD 5.64 ± 2.76 5.34 ± 2.94
[Min, Max] [3, 16] [3, 20]

AD: autoimmune disease; PolyAD: polyautoimmunity; MAS: multiple autoimmune syndrome. Data correspond to FDRs affected or unaffected and taking
into account the analysis. Aff: affected; Unaff: unaffected.
∗∗

𝑝 value < 0.001 𝑡-test when comparing late-onset versus early-onset variables.

the course of disease were obtained by both chart review and
discussion with the patient and were collected in a standard
data collection form. A total of 87 patients with T1D were
analyzed and their relatives were included (Table 1).

For individuals (i.e., probands and FDR)with thyroid dis-
orders, anti-thyroglobulin and anti-thyroperoxidase antibod-
ies were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(QUANTA Lite, INOVA Diagnostics, San Diego, CA, USA).
Only patients with positive antibody profile for autoimmune
thyroid disease (AITD) were included for analysis. Exclusion
criteria were preexisting hematological diseases and hepatitis
B virus, hepatitis C virus, or human immunodeficiency
virus infections. As for the family characteristics in our
population, most of them are nuclear and at least 30% are
multigenerational [33, 34]. The great majority of our country
households still contain related persons. In addition, all fam-
ilymembers participating in this studywere living in the same
city and approved informed consent in order to participate
in the present study. This research is being carried out in
accordance with Resolution number 008430 of 1993 issued by
the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Colombia and was
classified as a minimal risk research. The Ethics Committee
of Universidad del Rosario approved the present project.

2.2. Statistical and Genetic Data Analysis. Data was managed
and stored using the R software version 3.1.1 [35] and Excel
spreadsheets. Results are presented asmeans± standard devi-
ation (SD) and minimum/maximum and/or in percentages.
Comparison between means was performed by Student’s 𝑡-
test and those between percentages by the 𝜒2 test and two-
sided Fisher’s exact test, where appropriate. A 𝑝 value of less
than 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

The present study included information on (i) sex, (ii)
autoimmunity affection status defined as affected, unaf-
fected, or unknown for AD (i.e., having at least one AD),
polyautoimmunity (i.e., having at least two ADs), and MAS
(i.e., having three or more ADs), and (iii) family/pedigree
relationships. Estimation of the distributions of relationship

types and affection status among relatives pairs were per-
formed using the Statistical Analysis for Genetic Epidemiol-
ogy (S.A.G.E.) program PEDINFO, release 6.3 [36]. Where
necessary, dummy individuals were added to families for
the purpose of connecting relatives within pedigrees, and
the affection status for such dummy individuals was set to
missing and thus they were not used in the analyses.

Familial Aggregation Analysis. Recurrent risk ratios (𝜆
𝑅
) were

calculated for first-degree relatedness (parent/offspring and
sibling/sibling pairs) using the formula 𝜆

𝑅
= 𝐾Relative/𝐾,

where 𝐾Relative (𝐾𝑅) is the prevalence for a specific degree of
relatedness in the sample and𝐾 is the mean prevalence in the
population [37] and/or the previously reported 𝐾 in specific
pairs of relatives in the same population [21]. Information
about the prevalence of ADs in our population is not clear
and available; for this matter prevalence values in the range
of 0.1%–0.5% were chosen as reported in the literature [1, 38–
45]. Therefore, 0.5% (5/1000 individuals) for AD and 2.5%
(25/1000 individuals) for all ADs taken together were selected
as putative population prevalence as previously reported
[1, 21, 38–45]. These methods were extended to ascertain
whether or not clustering of two or more autoimmune
disorders in relatives increased the probability or the risk for
the presence of the disorder in the affected proband.

Familial Segregation Analysis. Analyses on 210 single ascer-
tained pedigrees (Table 1) to identify the most plausible
model explaining the segregation of AD, polyautoimmunity,
and MAS in late-onset (non-T1D families) and early-onset
families (T1D families) were performed for a binary trait
as implemented in SEGREG S.A.G.E. release 6.3 (Table 2).
SEGREG uses maximum-likelihood methods to estimate the
parameters of mathematical models of disease occurrence in
families. Each model assumes that the presence (or absence)
of a putative disease allele influences susceptibility to the
trait and applies the regressive multivariate logistic model
allowing us to include available covariates into the fitted
models.
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Table 2: Parameter estimates from segregation analysis of autoimmune disease proband-ascertained pedigrees.

Model/parameter
Type

susceptibilities Transmission probabilities Freq Multifactorial/polygenic effectb

𝛽AA 𝛽AB 𝛽BB 𝜏AA 𝜏AB 𝜏BB 𝑞A 𝜌FM = 0a; 𝜌F0 = 𝜌M0
(1) Random environmental — — — 𝑞A 𝑞A 𝑞A ∗ 0
(2) Dominant ∗ 𝛽AA ∗ 1 0.5 0 ∗ 0
(3) Dominant multifactorial ∗ 𝛽AA ∗ 1 0.5 0 ∗ ∗

(4) Recessive ∗ 𝛽BB ∗ 1 0.5 0 ∗ 0
(5) Recessive multifactorial ∗ 𝛽BB ∗ 1 0.5 0 ∗ ∗

(6) Codominant ∗ ∗ ∗ 1 0.5 0 ∗ 0
(7) Additive ∗ (1/2)(𝛽AA + 𝛽BB) ∗ 1 0.5 0 ∗ 0
(8) Mayor gene ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
(9) General transmissionc

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗Parameters freely estimated within an appropriate range; 𝑞A: allele frequency; when 𝜏AA = 1.0, 𝜏AB = 0.5, and 𝜏BB = 0.0, Mendelian transmission is assumed;
when 𝑞A is estimated under Mendelian transmission, Hardy-Weinberg proportions (𝜓AA = 𝑞2A; 𝜓AB = 2𝑞2A(1 − 2𝑞

2

A); 𝜓BB = 𝑞2B) are assumed.
aFather-mother correlations, set to 0 assuming absence of assortative mating or consanguineous mating.
bPolygenic transmission effect inclusion assumes that the phenotype is determined by polygenic inheritance, so the phenotype has one distribution, and familial
correlations can explain the familial aggregation of the trait.
cAll parameters are estimated inModel 9. As a result, all other models are nested, and thus the general model is used as the baseline to compare all other models
in this study.
Models Description. Random environmental model (Model 1) assumes that the trait segregation is caused purely by a random environmental factor and there
is no transmission from generation to generation (𝜏AA = 𝜏AB = 𝜏BB = 𝑞A). Pure major locus transmission models (Models 2, 4, 6, and 8) assume major locus
transmission in a Mendelian mode, without multifactorial/polygenic inheritance. Major gene plus multifactorial/polygenic models (Models 3 and 5) assumes
that both a major locus (transmitted in a Mendelian mode) and a multifactorial/polygenic effect influence the trait. The general model (Model 9) is the
unrestricted full model, which subsumes all of the other models.

The fitted models assumed that the likelihood for any
two individuals presenting with the phenotype and having
the major type over nuclear families is independent. Con-
sequently, the susceptibility (marginal probability) that any
pedigree member has a particular phenotype is the same
for all members who have the same values of any covariates
in the model. This susceptibility is given the cumulative
logistic function 𝜆 = 𝑒𝜃𝑦/(1 + 𝑒𝜃𝑦), where 𝑦 is the affection
status phenotype of 𝑖th individual and 𝜃 is the logit of the
susceptibility for 𝑖th individual defined as 𝜃(𝑖) = log[𝑝(𝑌 =
1)/1−𝑝(𝑌 = 1)] = 𝛽𝑔+𝜑𝑋, where𝛽 is the baseline parameter,
𝑔 is the susceptibility type and𝑋 is the covariate vector.

Analyses were performed by estimating the following
parameters: type frequenciesΨ

𝑢
(𝑢 = AA,AB,BB): if the type

frequencies were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium propor-
tions, they were defined in terms of 𝑞A (frequency of allele
A); transmission probabilities 𝜏

𝑢
(the probability that a parent

of type 𝑢 transmits allele A to an offspring: under Mendelian
transmission, 𝜏AA = 1, 𝜏AB = 0.5, and 𝜏BB = 0); and base-
line parameter 𝛽, which can be sex dependent and/or type
dependent. Sporadic/environmental and genetic models that
were considered in assessing type of familial association and
possible evidence of transmission of major effect are shown
in Table 2.

Every model was tested against the likelihood of the
general (unrestricted) model, in which all parameters were
unrestricted and allowed to fit the empirical data. The
estimated model hypotheses of transmission were as follows:
major gene type, Mendelian dominant, Mendelian recessive,
Mendelian additive, random environmental effect, codomi-
nant, and no transmission (Table 2). A likelihood ratio test

(LRT) was used to test the significance of the departure
from a specified null hypothesis model using the asymptotic
properties of the LRT distributed as chi-square distribution
with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number
of parameters estimated in both models. Using this test, a
significant chi-square test indicates that the submodel tested
can be rejected at the given alpha level, which means the
hypothesized model does not fit the data. Models were also
compared using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), which
is defined as AIC = −2 ln 𝐿 + 2𝑥 (number of parameters esti-
mated). A lower value ofAIC represents a better fittingmodel.

3. Results

In this study, 127 late-onset diseases and 83 early-onset
families were examined. The general statistics of the pedi-
grees are disclosed in Table 1. The mean pedigree size and
standard deviation as well as the total number of relative
pairs were obtained in order to calculate the prevalence for
AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS as main traits. Analyses
were restricted to FDR. When early-onset and late-onset
families age and age of onset were compared, the difference
was statistically significant (𝑝 value< 0.001) as expected given
their autoimmune disorder characteristics.

In total 716 and 443 individuals were included for the
analyses, for late-onset and early-onset families, respectively
(Table 1). Late-onset families included 37% males and 63%
females while early-onset presented 51% males and 49%
females. Moreover, females represented the most affected
ones in late-onset families while in early-onset the ratio of
the affected was close to 1 : 1 (male : female). In early-onset
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Table 3: Familial aggregation (𝜆
𝑅
) of autoimmune disease (AD), polyautoimmunity, andmultiple autoimmune syndrome (MAS) in late-onset

and early-onset families.

Type of family Pairs of relatives Total pairs Pairs 𝐾 (%) 𝜆
𝑅
= 𝐾
𝑅
/𝐾HI 𝜆

𝑅
= 𝐾
𝑅
/𝐾pop

Late-onset AD 𝐾AD 𝜆HI 𝜆pop

Parent/offspring 876 55/190/208 6.28 4.76 2.51
Sibling/sibling 706 86/267/353 12.1 13.39 4.87

Sister/sister 336 67/92/177 19.9 21.91 7.98
Brother/brother 64 0/44/20 0.00 0.00 0.00
Brother/sister 306 19/131/156 6.21 6.82 2.48

Late-onset Polyautoimmunity 𝐾PolyAD 𝜆HI 𝜆pop

Parent/offspring 876 8/333/112 0.91 0.69 0.37
Sibling/sibling 706 23/450/233 3.26 3.58 1.30
Sister/sister 336 20/181/135 5.95 6.54 2.38
Brother/brother 64 0/59/5 0.00 0.00 0.00
Brother/sister 306 3/210/93 0.98 1.08 0.39

Late-onset MAS 𝐾MAS 𝜆HI 𝜆pop

Parent/offspring 876 1/403/49 0.11 0.09 0.05
Sibling/sibling 706 4/581/121 0.57 0.62 0.23

Sister/sister 336 3/260/73 0.89 0.98 0.36
Brother/brother 64 0/60/4 0.00 0.00 0.00
Brother/sister 306 1/261/44 0.33 0.36 0.13

Early-onset AD 𝐾AD 𝜆HI 𝜆pop

Parent/offspring 498 9/199/155 1.81 1.37 0.72
Sibling/sibling 245 9/130/106 3.67 4.04 1.47

Sister/sister 61 3/30/28 4.92 5.40 1.97
Brother/brother 60 2/33/25 3.33 3.66 1.33
Brother/sister 120 4/67/53 3.33 3.66 1.33

Early-onset Polyautoimmunity/MAS 𝐾MAS 𝜆HI 𝜆pop

Parent/offspring 498 0/361/2 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sibling/sibling 245 0/244/1 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sister/sister 61 0/61/0 0.00 0.00 0.00
Brother/brother 60 0/60/0 0.00 0.00 0.00
Brother/sister 120 0/123/1 0.00 0.00 0.00

aAffected/unaffected/discordant pairs.
∗

𝐾AD, 𝐾PolyAD, and 𝐾MAS = prevalence for AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS, respectively. 𝐾HI = prevalence for AD in healthy individual’s pedigrees as
previously reported (𝐾PO = 1.32%; 𝐾S/S = 0.91%) [21]. 𝐾pop = chosen prevalence for the general population. Recurrent risk ratio (𝜆

𝑅
= 𝐾
𝑅
/(𝐾HI or 𝐾pop)),

where 𝑅 is the specific relative pair used (P/O = parent/offspring; SIB = sibling/sibling). The chosen population prevalence (𝐾) for AD was considered as
25/1000 individuals [21]. Prevalence is given in percentages.

families, there was only one individual presenting with MAS
among the 102 affected individuals.

3.1. Familial Aggregation (𝜆
𝑅
). The distribution of relation-

ship types and total number of study subjects included in this
study is presented in Table 3. No two probands belonged to
the same family. Pairs of relatives discordant or concordant
for AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS were calculated in
order to examine the family aggregation. Overall, the data is
composed of 876 parent-offspring pairs and 706 different sib-
pairs broken down to sister-sister (𝑛 = 336), sister-brother
(𝑛 = 64), and brother-brother (𝑛 = 306) pairs (Table 3).

The prevalence of AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS for
each pair of relatives (parent/offspring [P/O], sibling/sibling
[S/S]) is disclosed in Table 3. Previously reported prevalence
values for familial pairs for AD in healthy individuals were
taken into account for the examination of aggregation (𝐾PO =
1.32%;𝐾S/S = 0.91%) [21]. Also, using a putative chosen pre-
valence for all AD taken together as trait (𝐾pop = 2.5%), 𝜆

𝑅

were calculated (Table 3). Values supporting familial aggre-
gation (𝜆

𝑅
> 1.0) were observed for AD in late-onset

families in P/O (𝜆HI = 4.76, 𝜆pop = 2.51) and S/S (𝜆HI =
13.39, 𝜆pop = 4.87) pairs, with the highest familial aggrega-
tion within sister-pairs (𝜆HI = 21.91, 𝜆pop = 7.98). For
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Table 4: Parameter estimates from segregation analyses of early-onset families. For details in each model check Table 2. AD: autoimmune
disease; PolyAD: polyautoimmunity; MAS: multiple autoimmune syndrome; ND: model not able to maximize.

Model/parameter 𝛽AA 𝛽AB 𝛽BB 𝑞A 𝜌SS 𝜏AA 𝜏AA 𝜏AA Sex −2 ln(𝐿) d.f. 𝑝 value AIC
AD

Random environmental — — — 0.19 1.43 𝑞A 𝑞A 𝑞A 2.36 698.079 3 <0.05 708.079
Dominant 1.21 𝛽AA −109 0.05 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.16 707.994 5 <0.05 715.994
Dominant multifactorial 1.00 𝛽AA −1.16 0.07 −0.06 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.19 706.492 4 <0.05 716.492
Recessive −1.09 𝛽BB 1.21 0.95 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.16 707.994 5 <0.05 715.994
Recessive multifactorial −1.15 𝛽BB 1.33 0.94 −0.05 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.24 706.653 4 <0.05 716.653
Codominant −33.00 1.41 −1.21 0.06 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.35 707.529 5 <0.05 717.529
Additive 1.94 0.38 −1.18 0.10 −0.09 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.08 706.956 5 <0.05 716.956
Mayor locus −0.73 1.54 −2.07 0.01 0.00 0.56 0.00 1.00 2.14 667.079 1 0.52 679.079
General transmission −0.75 1.49 −2.07 0.02 −0.05 0.56 0.00 1.00 2.13 666.871 Ref. 680.871

PolyAD
Random environmental — — — 0.35 2.27 𝑞A 𝑞A 𝑞A 2.30 491.607 3 <0.05 501.607
Dominant 1.50 𝛽AA −2.09 0.01 0 1 0.5 0 2.10 499.629 5 <0.05 507.629
Dominant multifactorial −0.89 𝛽AA −2.21 0.08 −0.22 1 0.5 0 1.89 499.127 4 <0.05 509.127
Recessive −2.09 𝛽BB 1.51 0.99 0 1 0.5 0 2.10 499.629 5 <0.05 507.629
Recessive multifactorial −2.29 𝛽BB −0.98 0.90 −0.24 1 0.5 0 1.90 499.135 4 <0.05 509.135
Codominant −48.15 1.44 −2.09 0.01 0 1 0.5 0 2.11 499.614 5 <0.05 509.614
Additive −0.65 −1.56 −2.47 0.24 −0.27 1 0.5 0 1.85 499.233 5 <0.05 509.233
Mayor gene −2.02 −0.44 −17.60 0.04 0 0.86 0.00 1.00 2.09 472.191 1 <0.05 484.191
General transmission −66.10 −1.05 −3.47 0.00 1.86 1.00 0.00 0.39 1.86 459.356 Ref. 471.356

MAS
Random environmental — — — 0.51 2.65 𝑞A 𝑞A 𝑞A 2.73 286.846 3 <0.05 296.846
Dominant ND 𝛽AA ND ND 0 1.00 0.50 0.00 ND ND 5
Dominant multifactorial −2.27 𝛽AA −4.32 0.25 −0.06 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.25 286.875 4 <0.05 296.875
Recessive ND 𝛽BB ND ND 0 1.00 0.50 0.00 ND ND 5
Recessive multifactorial −4.84 𝛽BB −2.28 0.72 −0.05 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.72 286.856 4 <0.05 296.856
Codominant −2.27 −2.27 −4.66 0.27 0 1.00 0.50 0.00 −0.98 286.838 5 <0.05 298.838
Additive −2.27 −4.14 −6.07 0.66 −0.97 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.25 287.122 5 <0.05 297.122
Mayor gene 24.70 −14.29 −18.36 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0.15 37.20 271.525 1 <0.05 281.525
General transmission −152.53 −3.36 −1.91 0.96 4.42 0.42 0.12 0.99 1.95 260.304 Ref. 276.304

polyautoimmunity, familial aggregation was not observed for
P/O pairs but for S/S pairs (𝜆HI = 3.58, 𝜆pop = 1.30). In early-
onset families, familial aggregation was observed for AD in
P/O (𝜆HI = 1.37) and in S/S (𝜆HI = 4.04, 𝜆pop = 1.47). No
aggregation for MAS was observed in any pair of relatives.

3.2. Segregation Analysis. The parameter estimates and test
statistics from the segregation analyses for late- and early-
onset families for AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS are
presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

To determine support for familial or residual association
in the data, initially we compared four no-transmission
models, each having different type of familial association, to
inspect whether the sibling (S) correlation equals the parent-
offspring correlation (FO and/or MO, F: father, M: mother,
and O: offspring). Four no major models were fitted and
compared; each, respectively, assumed (1) 𝜌FO; 𝜌MO; 𝜌SS-
free; (2) 𝜌FO = 𝜌MO, 𝜌SS-free; (3) 𝜌FO = 𝜌MO = 𝜌SS; and
(4) 𝜌FO = 𝜌MO = 𝜌SS = 0 (the no multifactorial component
model). 𝜌FM was assumed to be 0 for all models. The model

where both parent-offspring and sibling residual associations
are equal (i.e., 𝜌FO = 𝜌MO = 𝜌SS) fitted the data better than
any of the other three models for AD, polyautoimmunity,
and MAS for both late- and early-onset families (results
not shown), thereby providing support for the existence of
familial association in the data and inclusion and estima-
tion of familial association parameters in the subsequent
models. To determine whether sex should be included in
the segregation models, two nontransmission models were
initially fitted, one including the covariate and the other not,
and then compared by AIC. Results showed that includ-
ing sex as a covariate in the models allowed better model
fitting (data not shown).

The hypothesis of nomajor gene was tested by comparing
the random environmental (Model 1) and general transmis-
sion model (Model 9) (Table 2). The random transmission
model was rejected in late-onset disease families, supporting
the existence of a major gene in AD (𝑝 < 0.05, AIC =
708.08), polyautoimmunity (𝑝 < 0.05, AIC = 501.61), and
MAS (𝑝 < 0.05, AIC = 296.46) (Table 4), while in early-onset
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Table 5: Parameter estimates from segregation analyses of early-onset families. AD: autoimmune disease. For details in each model check
Table 2.

Model/parameter 𝛽AA 𝛽AB 𝛽BB 𝑞A 𝜌SS 𝜏AA 𝜏AA 𝜏AA Sex −2 ln(𝐿) d.f. 𝑝 value AIC
AD

Random environmental — — — 0.01 −0.83 𝑞A 𝑞A 𝑞A −0.02 426.292 3 0.55 438.292
Dominant −1.05 𝛽AA −1.05 0.02 0 1 0.5 0 −0.03 451.220 5 <0.05 459.22
Dominant multifactorial −1.99 𝛽AA −1.05 0.08 0.01 1 0.5 0 0.01 441.228 4 <0.05 451.228
Recessive −1.07 𝛽BB −1.05 0.00 0 1 0.5 0 −0.03 451.220 5 <0.05 459.22
Recessive multifactorial −2.80 𝛽BB −1.04 0.32 −0.53 1 0.5 0 0.01 440.46 4 <0.05 450.46
Codominant −2.78 −1.05 −1.08 0.29 0 1 0.5 0 0.01 440.408 5 <0.05 452.408
Additive −1.17 −1.17 −1.17 0.10 −0.48 1 0.5 0 0.01 441.265 5 <0.05 451.265
Mayor gene 115.3 21.2 −2.68 0.00 0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.54 400.587 1 <0.05 412.587
General transmission −9.57 −0.71 −0.91 0.32 −0.84 0.20 0.33 0.34 −0.005 427.342 0 443.342

families the model could not be rejected (𝑝 = 0.55, AIC =
438.29) (Table 5). Subsequently, the major gene hypothesis
was further tested by comparing the major gene only model
(Model 8) and the general transmission model (Model 9)
(Table 2). For this comparison, the hypothesis for the major
genewas rejected only forAD in late-onset families (𝑝 < 0.05,
AIC = 679.08) (Table 4), while it was not rejected for late-
onset families when taking polyautoimmunity and MAS as
main traits, as well as in early-onset families for AD (Table 5).
Of note, for early-onset families due to low frequency of
polyautoimmunity and MAS, only models for AD as a main
trait were estimated.

After having procured evidence for the segregation of
major gene(s) in late-onset families with AD as the main trait
and not for polyautoimmunity and MAS for late-onset and
for AD in early-onset families, the hypothesis of Mendelian
transmission was tested by comparing the Mendelian pro-
posed models (Models 2, 4, 6, and 8) with the general trans-
mission model (Model 9) (Table 2). Dominant, recessive,
codominant, and additive Mendelian transmission models
were rejected for late-onset families when takingADas a trait.
All the same, when a multifactorial/polygenic parameter
was added to the dominant and recessive Mendelian models
(Models 3 and 5, resp.) and compared with the Mendelian
counterpart without the multifactorial component, no
change in the rejection of the models was observed (Table 4).

4. Discussion

The commonality between ADs is the damage to tissues
and organs arising from the loss of tolerance and in most
cases a gender imbalance [46]. Research generally focuses
on a single disease, although autoimmune phenotypes could
represent pleiotropic outcomes of nonspecific disease genes
underlying similar immunogenetic mechanisms [47]. While
it is apparent that multiple cases of a single disease cluster
within families [4], more striking are the individuals in those
families afflicted with multiple ADs [3].

This report presents the familial aggregation and segrega-
tion analyses of AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS in Colom-
bian families. We have analyzed 210 families (i.e., 127 late-
onset diseases and 83 early-onset ones) in Table 1, for which

a total of 716 and 443 individuals were analyzed (Table 1).
Each pedigree was ascertained through an affected proband
fulfilling the inclusion criteria presented in Section 2. This
study is restricted and takes into account AD, polyautoim-
munity, and MAS as main traits presented in the recruited
families (Figure 1). The recruited families were divided into
two types of family given by the pathology presented in
the proband (i.e., early-onset families are constituted mainly
by T1D probands and late-onset families by AD known to
develop later in life). Results show differences between late-
and early-onset families regarding their age, age of onset, and
sex distribution, which is expected given the particular and
specific autoimmune disorder prevalence (Table 1, Figure 1).

Analyses of familial aggregation treat the family like
any other unit of clustering. In addressing whether there
is phenotypic aggregation within families, no attempt is
made to determine the cause of any aggregation [48]. The
observation and portrayal of familial autoimmunity and the
outline of MAS have put aside the environmental aggrega-
tion and given a greater value towards the common/rare
genetic component for diverse autoimmune phenotypes with
a generally common background [4]. When considering the
familial aggregation of AD, polyautoimmunity, and MAS for
both types of families, values supporting the aggregation of
AD in late- and early-onset families for P/O and S/S pairs,
with the highest aggregation observed between sister-pairs
of late-onset families, were observed (Table 3). For polyau-
toimmunity as a trait only aggregation was observed between
S/S pairs in late-onset families. No familial aggregation for
MAS was observed for any type of family. This suggests
and confirms that polyautoimmunity and MAS are not AD
independent traits and that gender, age, and age of onset
represent factors that define and allow the study of the
dynamics of the traits within the familial group.

Segregation analyses help to assess the possible genetic
mode of segregation of a trait by consideration of relevant
hypothesis-based mathematical models. Findings from seg-
regation analyses are often used to formulate tailored research
hypotheses for the trait under investigation and/or to decide
the type of investigative effort to be put forward. This study
was carried out to assess types of familial dependence in AD,
polyautoimmunity, andMAS to investigate possible evidence
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of transmission of major gene(s) and to determine the best
mode of transmission for such major gene(s). The presented
analyses indicate evidence for the familial transmission of
major gene(s) with no clear discernible classical known
Mendelian transmission in late-onset families when AD is
taken as themain trait, while for polyautoimmunity andMAS
familial transmission fails to be demonstrated. In early-onset
families analyses did not demonstrate a major gene effect but
a random environmental model explaining the presence of
the phenotypes in the families. These results thus provide
evidence for the genetic role in the etiology of AD in late-
onset families by showing support for major gene(s) mode of
segregation of susceptibility to AD, while for the early-onset
families and perhaps by their relatively young status eludes a
clear picture of autoimmunity segregation and aggregation in
these families.

Previous segregation analyses have proposed models in
families withmore than onemember affected by autoimmune
hemolytic anemia and chronic thrombocytopenic purpura
compatible with a Mendelian dominant trait [49]. In African
Americans [50, 51] and EA [52] SLE families, presenting FAD,
a dominant inheritance is reported, while in Chinese families
segregation analyses describe a polygenetic model and major
gene model, suggesting a polygenetic multifactorial disease
[53]. Other analyses in VIT for Chinese families suggest a
dominant inheritancemodel [54], while other reports suggest
a non-Mendelian pattern supporting a multifactorial, poly-
genic inheritance [38]; even so othermodels describe amajor
dominant gene and the existence of strong environmental
effects acting on a recessive genotype [25]. More generally, a
Mendelian dominant genetic inheritance is proposed inmany
ADs, like SS [55] and T1D [56], while segregation is better
explained by either dominant or codominant or polygenic
models in APS [57], RA [26], and idiopathic inflammatory
myopathies [58]. Others suggest that severalmajorADs result
from pleiotropic effects of a single major gene on a polygenic
background [26]. Finally, in traits such as MS segregation
results are indeterminate and cannot be explained by a
genetic model [59].

5. Conclusions

Overall, aggregation and segregation analyses in Colombian
families enriched by autoimmunity as a trait show how
ADs, polyautoimmunity, and MAS are not independent
entities. Familial aggregation for ADs was observed between
parents and offspring as well as in sibling pairs in late-onset
families, while aggregation for polyautoimmunity and MAS
was lesser given by the fact that both traits represent a more
complex etiology with lower prevalence but still a common
autoimmunity background. Segregation analyses were not
able to discern a Mendelian transmission model but still
suggested major gene(s) transmission for AD in late-onset
families, while for early-onset families a stochastic model was
suggested. Thus, a clinical defined individual AD, defined by
symptoms and signs, might not be completely juxtaposed to
the AD trait defined by environment and genetics, which
makes the task to define and untangle disease mechanisms
even more difficult. Last but not least, to further study and

describe the familial dynamics of two or more cluster ADs,
approaches such as familial coaggregation might find their
place towards the exploration of common familial factors on
top of studies taking into account AD, polyautoimmunity,
and MAS as a trait in order to disentangle the common/rare
genetic landscape of autoimmunity.
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Abstract 

Background: Autoimmune diseases (AD) are responsible for a substantial amount of disability 

and morbidity worldwide. The commonality between ADs is the damage to tissues and an organ 

arising from the loss of tolerance and in most cases a gender imbalance. Research generally 

focuses on a single disease, although autoimmune phenotypes could represent pleiotropic 

outcomes of non-specific disease genes underlying similar immunogenetic mechanisms. This 

report examined the effect and importance of homozygosity in individuals and multiplex families 

affected with AD using a panel of microsatellite markers.  

Methods: This study presented two approaches: (I) a case – control comparison and evaluation 

on the effect of homozygosity at the genome-wide level, including 453 genotyped unrelated 

individuals (121 late-onset AD, 79 early-onset, 40 polyautoimmunity (PolyA), 30 multiple 

autoimmune syndrome (MAS) and 183 healthy control individuals); and (II) a model-free 

affected pair linkage approach which included 35 MAS, 49 polyA, 104 late-, and 83 early-onset 

multiplex families. All individuals were treated and recruited at the Center for Autoimmune 

Diseases Research (CREA) from Medellin and Bogota, Colombia, South America. A total of 372 

markers were used in the analysis. The standardized observed homozygosity (SOH) was 

calculated and the association of homozygosity and autoimmune trait was evaluated. The 

multipoint model-free linkage analysis was applied by using RELPAL from S.A.G.E v6.3. 

Results: The SOH showed significant differences between controls and early-onset individuals, 

where affected individuals showed lower homozygosity relative to controls. No differences were 

observed relative to controls for MAS, polyA and late-onset disease at the genome-wide level. 

The local homozygosity effect showed a 1:1 relation on elevated risk and/or protective effects 

for 24 markers with marginal significance. The model-free affected pair linkage approach did not 

provide any suggestive linkage signals for early-, late-onset, polyA or MAS. Marginal signals 

displayed excess allele sharing for early-onset and MAS, both extreme phenotypes in 

autoimmunity. 

Conclusions: This study presumed autoimmunity as a trait rather than a clinical phenotype and 

tried to approach AD as a continuous trait presenting extreme phenotypes. This report is an 

exploratory approach, expected to serve as an initial proof of principle for the commonality of 

autoimmunity as a trait. Future approaches would be expected to dwell on the data presented 

here to corroborate and expand on sample size, marker coverage and their effects. 
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Introduction 

Human genetic markers reflect the differences in DNA sequence within the genome of 

individuals within populations. These markers can take many forms, including single nucleotide 

variants (i.e., SNP – Single nucleotide polymorphisms), short tandem repeats (STRs) (i.e., 

microsatellites and/or variable number of tandem repeats), small indels (i.e., insertions and 

deletions of a short DNA sequence) and duplications or deletions that change the copy number 

of a larger segment (1). STRs have been the workhorse of human genetic analysis since the 

late 1980s. Their polymorphism is due to variations in the number of tandem repeats of short 

sequence units typically ranging from two to four nucleotides in size (2).  

STRs are highly prone to mutations due to their susceptibility to slippage events during 

DNA replication, have been linked to at least 40 monogenic disorders (3), and are 

suggested to contribute to an array of complex traits (4). Furthermore, STR variations convey 

high information content due to their rapid mutation and multi-allelic spectra, making this type of 

variants key for population genetics studies when applied in a wide-range of methods to 

find signatures of selection, to elucidate mutation patterns in nearby SNPs, in DNA 

forensics and in genetic genealogy (5, 6). 

Heterozygosity is often used as proxy for homozygosity. Previous reports have studied 

the relationship between individual genetic diversity and fitness using heterozygosity–

fitness correlations (HFCs). STRs have been the most commonly used markers to 

investigate HFCs. Heterozygosity and homozygosity estimation would help to shed 

light on underlying mechanisms, and provide tools for further population-based studies in 

humans (7). Two primary mechanisms have been suggested to explain HFCs (8, 9). First, 

homozygous individuals may
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be more susceptible to disease because they are inbred and a second mechanism that may 

generate HFCs involves chance linkage between one or more of the markers and gene(s) 

experiencing balancing selection. Balancing selection has often been thought to be rather rare, 

particularly in humans where the classical example – sickle cell anemia – remains one of very 

few examples. Moreover, while some argue that polymorphisms at immune function genes are 

maintained by overdominant balancing selection, there is evidence that this is unlikely to be 

effective at maintaining more than two alleles. Regardless of theory, a number of recent HFC 

studies report-convincing associations between heterozygosity at particular loci. A correlation 

between inbreeding and blood pressure has been reported for isolate populations from Croatia 

(10). There is also evidence suggesting homozygosity is an important risk factor in susceptibility 

to infectious diseases in humans, such as tuberculosis in Gambia, Leprosy in India and 

Hepatitis B infections (11). 

Likewise, the modified use of traditional linkage approaches remains a useful tool for the study 

of polygenic diseases. In some cases, genetic loci overlap or co-localize between related 

disorders. Becker et al., first reported based on previous autoimmune disease (AD) linkage 

studies, 18 common non-major histocompatibility complex (MHC) loci clusters and hypothesized 

a shared and common genetic basis for autoimmunity as a trait (12). Other studies of linkage for 

specific-diseases (i.e., single disease approach) have found shared autoimmunity loci (13-15). 

Limitations of genome-wide scans when applied to complex ADs, involve heterogeneity in 

disease phenotypes, population and ethnic differences and unavailable statistical and analytical 

models (13). 

Numerous genetic factors are established to be important contributors to susceptibility in 

developing ADs based on several findings including the examination of the concordance rates 

between relatives for many autoimmune diseases (16). A variety of pathogenic mechanisms are 

ultimately triggered during the progression of ADs and dysregulation involving major cell 

signaling pathways and inflammatory responses are consistent features in most ADs (17, 18). 

However, due to their multifactorial and polygenic nature, accompanied by a differential 

penetrance influenced by environmental factors and genetic heterogeneity among populations 

(19, 20), untangling of the genetic determinants defining their outcome and onset has proven to 

be extremely challenging. Data showing the existence of different ADs within a single family or 

within the same individual, suggest a combination of genetic defects that may predispose 

individuals to different ADs sharing common pathogenic pathways (21). This report examined 
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the effect and importance of homozygosity in individuals and multiplex families affected with AD 

using a panel of microsatellite markers by applying a case – control approach and a model-free 

multipoint linkage affected relative pair approach.  

Materials and Methods 

Study Population and Family Collection 

All patients were treated and invited to participate at the Center for Autoimmune Diseases 

Research (CREA) at the University of Rosario in Bogotá and Medellín, Colombia (Table 1). 
Individuals included in this study presented with: (i) at least one AD according to specififc 

validated criteria. For analysis purposes, type 1 diabetes (T1D) cases were categorized as 

individuals with early-onset AD while any other affected AD individual was categorized as late-

onset AD; and (ii) polyautoimmunity (polyA) (i.e., co-occurrence of distinct ADs within an 

individual) and/or multiple autoimmune syndrome (MAS) (i.e., co-occurrence of three or more 

distinct ADs within an individual). Healthy controls, matched by age, sex, ethnicity and 

socioeconomic status, were selected from women attending the same clinic, who met a similar 

age (± 5 years) and criteria for eligibility as the cases with no evidence of AD (Table 1). 

Table 1. Characteristics of AD affected and healthy control study individuals. 

Autoimmune Trait Age ± Std Dev 
[Min, Max] 

Age of Onset 
[Min, Max] Female (%): Male (%) Total (n=453) 

Early-onset AD 15.61 ± 8.19 
[4, 41]** 

7.94 ± 5.22 
[1, 24]** 

34 (43): 45 (57)** 79 

Late-onset AD 50.51 ± 15.73 
[13, 85] 

37.79 ± 14.54 
[10, 74] 

114 (94): 7 (6) 121 

MAS 42.27 ± 14.1 
[16, 71] 

32.25 ± 13.14 
[5, 59] 

29 (97): 1 (3) 30 

PolyA 47.70 ± 15.81 
[16, 78] 

35.63 ± 13.77 
[5, 67] 

68 (97):2 (3) 70 

Controls 47.92 ± 16.42 
[22, 85] - 180 (98): 3 (2) 183 

AD: Autoimmune disease; PolyA: polyautoimmunity; MAS: Multiple autoimmune syndrome. Data 
corresponds to Colombian unrelated affected or unaffected and taken into account for the analysis. 
Number of PolyA individuals included in analysis includes MAS individuals. Late-onset AD included 
systemic lupue erythematosus (SLE) (n=21), rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (n=23), Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) 
(n=45), autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD) (n=27) and other AD (n=5) individuals. Early-onset AD 
included 79 type 1 diabetes affected individuals. **p-value<0.001 two-tailed t-test when comparing Late-
onset vs. Early-onset variables. 
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Moreover, multiplex families consisted of varying size were ascertained through patients treated 

at the CREA in Medellín and Bogotá at the University of Rosario in Bogotá and Medellin, 

Colombia (Table 2). In each recruited family: (i) the proband presented with at least one AD 

according to validated criteria; (ii) presented evidence of familial autoimmunity (i.e., different 

ADs within members of a nuclear family), (iii) and each affected presented well-defined 

autoimmune phenotype (i.e., fulfillment of international classification criteria in probands and 

first-degree relatives [FDR]). Families in which the proband was affected with T1D were 

included and used as early-onset AD families (Table 2). FDR were defined as parents and 

siblings. 

Patients with AD, polyA and MAS fulfilled validated classification criteria and were part of a 

multicenter cohort followed at the CREA. Information on demographics and cumulative clinical 

manifestations over the course of disease were obtained by both chart review and discussion 

with the patient and was collected in a standard data collection form, following the methodology 

described by Priori et al. (22), using a standardized questionnaire that incorporates 

demographics and medical information including a check-point list of 18 ADs (23). In order to 

avoid ascertainment bias, the diagnosis of any AD was only considered reliable and 

consequently registered if made by a certified physician (i.e., internist, endocrinologist, or 

rheumatologist) and confirmed by chart review or verification during discussion with the relative. 

All Patients fulfilled the diagnostic classification criteria proposed per disease as previously 

applied (23, 24).  

All T1D affected cases were children all of whom fulfilled the diagnostic classification criteria 

proposed by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) (25), as has been previously described 

(26) (Table 1). For affected individuals with thyroid disorders, anti-thyroglobulin and anti-

thyroperoxidase antibodies were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (QUANTA

Lite, INOVA Diagnostics, San Diego, CA, USA). Only patients with positive antibody profile for

autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD) were included for analysis. Exclusion criteria were

preexisting hematological diseases and hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, or human

immunodeficiency virus infections. This research is being carried out in accordance with

Resolution No 008430 of 1993 issued by the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Colombia and

was classified as a minimal risk research. The Ethics Committee of the Universidad del Rosario

approved the present project.
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Table 2. Characteristics of probands and families included in the analysis. 

Characteristic Late-onset PolyAD MAS Early-onset 
Age (yrs) [Min, Max] 45.99 [13,83] 45.49 [16,78] 44.81 [20,64] 19.54 [4,70]** 
Male [Aff (Unaff)] 8 (109) 6 (53) 5 (33) 49 (132) 
Female [Aff (Unaff)] 130 (174) 71 (86) 48 (59) 47 (149) 
No. of Peds 104 49 35 82 

Mean Size ± SD 4.05 ± 2.21 4.41 ± 2.72 4.14 ± 2.92 4.60 ± 2.08 
[Min, Max] [3,17] [3,17] [3,17] [3,13] 

Pairs of relatives a 
Parent/Offspring 27/162/121 20/88/52 11/51/31 8/191/151 
Sibling/Sibling 25/194/201 20/129/118 12/86/81 5/117/88 

Sister/Sister 17/73/121 14/56/74 9/44/51 1/29/23 
Brother/Brother 0/27/6 0/15/5 0/9/5 2/27/22 

Brother/Sister 8/94/74 6/58/39 3/30/25 2/61/43 
Grandparent 1/6/5 1/3/4 0/3/3 2/30/22 
Avuncular 8/21/23 8/12/20 5/17/12 0/48/34 
Cousin 1/1/2 1/1/2 1/1/2 0/0/0 

AD: Autoimmune disease; PolyA: poly autoimmunity; MAS: Multiple autoimmune syndrome. 
Data correspond to relatives affected or unaffected taken into account for the analysis.  Aff: 
Affected; Unaff: Unaffected. **p-value<0.001 t-test when comparing Late-onset vs. Early-onset 
variables. a Affected/Unaffected/Discordant pairs 

Statistical and Genetic Data Analysis 
Data was managed and stored using the R software v3.1.2	 (27) and Excel spreadsheets. 

Results are presented as means ± standard deviation (SD), minimum/maximum and/or in 

percentages. Comparison between means was performed by the Student´s t-test and those 

between percentages by the c2 test and two–sided Fisher’s exact test, where appropriate or 

unless stated otherwise. A p–value of less than 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.  

The present study included information on (i) sex, (ii) autoimmunity affection status defined as 

affected, unaffected or unknown for AD (i.e., having at least one AD), polyautoimmunity (i.e., 

having at least two ADs) and MAS (i.e., having three or more ADs); (iii) family/pedigree 

relationships. Estimation of the distributions of relationship types and affection status among 

relatives pairs were examined using the Statistical Analysis for Genetic Epidemiology (S.A.G.E.) 

program PEDINFO, release v6.3 (28). Where necessary, dummy individuals were added to 

families for the purpose of connecting relatives within pedigrees, and the affection status for 

such dummy individuals was set to missing and thus they were not used in the analyses. 
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Genetic Marker Characterization and Homozygosity Analysis: Genomic DNA from affected 

patients and relatives was extracted from 10 mL of an EDTA-anticoagulated blood sample using 

the classical salting out protocol. Genetic markers included in this study were autosomal 

microsatellites genotyped using Screening Set 16 at the NHLBI sponsored Mammalian 

Genotyping Service, Marshfield, Wisconsin. 

Individuals with less that 10% of missing genotypes were excluded from analysis. Descriptive 

gene diversity parameters, allelic richness, observed (Ho), and expected (He) heterozygosity and 

the polymorphic information content (PIC) were calculated at each locus and over all loci using 

PopGene and PopGeneKit R packages. When necessary, file conversions were performed 

using PGDSpider v2.0.7.4 (29). Incidence of genotyping errors was examined to screen the 

data for null allele frequency estimators using the Fst Refined Estimation by Excluding Null 

Alleles (ENA) - FreeNA software (30). The Standardized Observed Homozygosity (SOH) for an 

individual genotyped for i loci was calculated as the ratio of the number of homozygote 

genotypes (NHom) observed in i-th individual and the sum of the frequency for the observed 

homozygotes in the i locus (Hoi) scored per individual across the full sample set (i.e., 

SOH=NHom/SHoi) (11). 

Familial Data Cleaning and Multipoint Model-free Linkage Analysis: Affected relative pair 

methods were used to identify genetic linkage. Familial data was checked and corrected for 

Mendelian inconsistent genotypes and relationship errors by using the RELTEST and 

MARKERINFO programs in S.A.G.E program, v6.3 (28). Allele frequency estimates were 

obtained by using the program FREQ in S.A.G.E by maximum likelihood estimates of the allele 

frequencies among the founders of the families using all genotyped family members.  

Genotypes from all pairs of relatives were used to estimate the proportion of alleles shared 

identical by descent (IBD) using GENIBD from S.A.G.E v6.3, by calculating the likelihood of 

each inheritance vector at multiple vectors to generate IBD distributions at spacing of 2 cM. 

Multipoint model-free linkage was performed using the regression-based model-free two-level 

Haseman–Elston linkage analyses using RELPAL from S.A.G.E v6.3, which models trait data 

from relative pairs as a function of marker allele sharing IBD. All individuals were used at the 

first level and all pairs of relatives used at the second level linkage analysis. Empirical p-values 

were estimated with up to 1,000,000 permutations. Empirical P-values in the range of 1x10-3 to 

5x10-4 (i.e., -log10 P-values ≤ 3.00 to 3.30), were presumed as suggestive linkage, as suggested 
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by the Lander and Kruglyak criterion for studies involving a mixture of relative pairs (31). 

Results 

Homozygosity and susceptibility to Autoimmunity as a trait 

Clinical characteristics and Demographics of the Case – control autoimmunity samples: 
This study included 453 genotyped unrelated individuals (121 late-onset AD, 79 early-onset, 40 

PolyA, 30 MAS and 183 healthy control individuals) from Medellin, Colombia South America 

(Table 1). Control individuals were comprised of 183 matched by age, sex, ethnicity and 

socioeconomic status. A general description of the Colombian samples included is disclosed on 

Table 1. When age and age of onset were compared between early-onset and late-onset 

individuals, the difference was statistically significant (P-value<0.001), as expected given their 

autoimmune disorder characteristics (Table 1). Late-onset individuals presented 6% males and 

94% females while early-onset presented 57% males and 43% females. Females represented 

the most affected in late-onset families while in early-onset the ratio of affected was close to 1:1 

(Male: Female). The entire group of Colombian individuals belonged to a population from the 

northwestern part of Colombia, South America (i.e., Paisa community). This population was 

established in the 16th-17th centuries and flourished in relative isolation until the late 19th century 

(32, 33).  

A total of 453 samples and controls and 372 polymorphic markers were analyzed, giving a total 

of about 168,516 genotypes. All markers were highly informative (PIC ≥ 0.50) with a low null 

allele frequency making them optimal and reliable for genetic diversity studies (Figure 1). 

Moreover, average allelic richness observed per locus for the markers was 4.30 ± 1.22. The 

average observed (Ho) and expected (He) heterozygosity were 0.69 ± 0.16 and 0.68 ± 0.13, 

respectively. 
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Figure 1. Marker reliability, gene diversity and population relationship indicators. A. Calculated 
null allele frequency (left axis) and polymorphic information content (PIC) (Right axis).  

Assessment of homozygosity as a surrogate of heterozygosity could generate more 

disadvantages than advantages (i.e., null alleles, allele dropout, shutter bands, miscalling).  In 

order to avoid these mishaps, the Standardized Observed Homozygosity (SOH) was used. SOH 

measures the expected homozygosity from the allele frequencies and the observed 

homozygosity per locus. Thus, SOH measures to which extent an individual presents a greater or 

lesser homozygosity relative to the homozygosity level expected if all genotypes were randomly 

ascertained. 

After calculation of the SOH per individual and for the whole set of 453 samples, the distribution 

of the SOH values were compared by using Wilcoxon-rank sum test to examine if there were 

significant differences between AD groups relative to healthy control individuals (Figure 2). 

Comparisons did not reveal statistical significant differences (p-value ≤ 0.05) when late-onset 

AD, MAS and polyA affected individuals were compared with controls, while early-onset AD 

individuals showed a statistically significant deviation towards reduced homozygosity in cases 

relative to controls (p-value = 0.02) (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Beanplots for the calculated standardized observed homozygosity in Colombian 
individuals affected and unaffected with autoimmune diseases. Each bean consists of a 
mirrored density curve containing one-dimensional scatterplot of the data. Individual data points 
are represented as short lines, a solid line shows the average per each group and the dashed 
line represents the overall average. This plot was generated using the beanplot package from 
R. Comparisons relative to controls performed by a two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test. When
Early-onset was compared with controls, p-value = 0.02. No other comparison was significant.

Subsequently, the local homozygosity effect for the genotyped markers was examined. The 

odds ratio (OR) for each marker was calculated at each locus per each AD trait (Table 3). Most 

of the markers showed a non-significant association between homozygosity and 

susceptibility/protection to either present or not early-, late-onset, MAS and/or polyA. Instead, 24 

markers showed p-values less than 0.05; however, when correction for multiple comparisons 

was examined, these significant values became suggestive or marginally significant (Table 3). 

Threshold of statistical significance was established at 0.00013 (0.05/372) conservatively 

applying the Benjamin-Hochberg procedure at the 0.05 level. 
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Table 3. Short tandem repeats showing the strongest association between homozygosity and 
early-, late-onset, polyA and MAS. Odd ratios are presented with their correspondent 95% CI 
and p-value. 

Chr Band 
GRCh37 

Locus Early-onset Late-onset PolyA MAS 

1 1q23.3 D1S1677  < 0.05  < 0.05 2.23 (1.15 - 4.33) 
0.013 

3.12 (1.23 - 7.93) 
0.009 

2 2q34 D2S2944  < 0.05 0.38 (0.17 - 0.79) 
0.006 

0.29 (0.1 - 0.73) 
0.004 

0.21 (0.02 - 0.91) 
0.031 

3 3p22.3 D3S2432  < 0.05 2.06 (1.17 - 3.63) 
0.009 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

3 3q28 D3S2418  < 0.05 2.08 (1.17 - 3.73) 
0.009 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

4 4p15-p14 D4S2632  < 0.05 2.38 (1.18 - 4.79) 
0.01 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

5 5q35.3 AAAT072 0.38 (0.18 - 0.73) 
0.002 

 < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 

7 7q21.3 D7S821  < 0.05  < 0.05 0.29 (0.07 - 0.85) 
0.016 

 < 0.05 

7 7q21.3 GATA104  < 0.05 2.28 (1.28 - 4.05) 
0.003 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

8 8p12 D8S1477  < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 3.24 (1.18 - 8.61) 
0.013 

8 8q11.23 D8S1110 0.4 (0.16 - 0.89) 
0.018 

 < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 

8 8q13.1 D8S1136  < 0.05  < 0.05 2.49 (1.23 - 5.03) 
0.008 

 < 0.05 

8 8q21.11 D8S2324 0.36 (0.16 - 0.73) 
0.002 

 < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 

8 8q23 D8S1132  < 0.05  < 0.05 0.12 (0 - 0.8) 
0.019 

 < 0.05 

10 10p11.21 D10S1208  < 0.05 1.91 (1.05 - 3.49) 
0.027 

2.02 (1.02 - 3.93) 
0.03 

2.61 (0.99 - 6.75) 
0.047 

11 11q12.1 D11S4459 0.45 (0.23 - 0.84) 
0.008 

 < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 

12 8q24 D12S1045 0.42 (0.18 - 0.88) 
0.017 

 < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 

13 13q12 ATA5A09N 2.06 (1.11 - 3.84) 
0.015 

 < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 

13 13q33.3 AGAT113Z  < 0.05 2 (1.1 - 3.64) 
0.018 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

14 14q32.12 D14S617  < 0.05 0.37 (0.15 - 0.83) 
0.012 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

15 15q22.2 D15S643  < 0.05 0.35 (0.12 - 0.84) 
0.013 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

15 15q22.31 D15S1507 2.2 (1.25 - 3.89) 
0.004 

 < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 

16 16p13.3 ATA41E04  < 0.05 2.16 (1.15 - 4.04) 
0.013 

 < 0.05  < 0.05 

20 20q13.13 AAT269  < 0.05  < 0.05 0.27 (0.08 - 0.72) 
0.004 

 < 0.05 

21 21q22.13 D21S1440  < 0.05  < 0.05  < 0.05 0.08 (0 - 0.54) 
0.002 
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The ORs observed for the suggestive or marginal effects were diverse. Twelve out of 24 

markers showed a higher risk/susceptibility to acquire/develop AD traits (i.e., D1S1677, 

D3S2432, D3S2418, D4S2632, GATA104, D8S1477, D8S1136, D10S1208, ATA5A09N, 

AGAT113Z, D15S1507, ATA41E04), while the other 12 showed a protective effect (i.e., 

D2S2944, AAAT072, D7S821, D8S1110, D8S2324, D8S1132, D11S4459, D12S1045, 

D14S617, D15S643, AAT269, D21S1440) (Table 4). Moreover, two markers were shared 

between late-onset, MAS and polyA showed the same directional effect (i.e., D2S2944, 

D10S1208) and another one was shared between polyA and MAS (i.e., D1S1677) (Table 4). 

Although the spacing between markers is sufficient to ensure they behave as if unlinked, it is 

possible that multiple markers contribute to the same risk through linkage to related genes. 

Table 4. Chromosome regions with the highest RELPAL –log10 p-value estimates. 

Marker Trait Chr. 
p-value

Nominal Empirical -log10

D1S518 Early-Onset 1q31.1 0.000670 0.005 2.3 
D8S1128 Early-Onset 8q22.1 0.000001 0.010 2.0 

TTTTA002 MAS 9q34.3 0.000100 0.004 2.4 

Familial Data and Multipoint Model-free Linkage Analysis 

The affected relative approach examined 35 MAS, 49 polyA, 104 late-onset, and 83 early-onset 

multiplex families (Table 2). The mean pedigree size, standard deviation as well as the total 

number of relative pairs included in the analysis are depicted on table 2. When early-onset and 

late-onset families age and age of onset were compared, the difference was statistically 

significant (P-value<0.001) as expected given their autoimmune disorder characteristics.  

Affected pair results for the non-parametric multipoint linkage analyses implemented in RELPAL 

for early-, late-onset, polyA and MAS are shown on figure 3A-3D, respectively. Linkage was 

modeled without including any covariates. Markers were within 10 cM approximately of each 

other. The Lander and Kruglyak criterion for suggestive linkage for studies involving a mixture of 

relative pairs (31) was used to verify the linkage signals obtained (i.e., P-values in the range of 

1x10-3 to 5x10-4 [i.e., -log10 P-value ≤ 3.00 to 3.30]. Results did not show any suggestive linkage 

for early-, late-onset, polyA and/or MAS. However, putative linkage signals were observed in 

early-onset and MAS families (Table 4). D1S518 and D8S1128 for early onset and TTTA002 for 

MAS families are markers that displayed excess allele sharing in concordantly affected and 
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unaffected relative pairs; these were the highest linkage signals obtained, but present 

marginally evidence for linkage.  

Figure 3. Model-free multipoint linkage by RELPAL using all affected relative pairs and the IBD 
variance. P-values evaluated on the basis of up to 1,000,000 permutations. Red line represents 
the lower threshold of suggestive linkage significance (p-value < 0.001). 

Discussion 
The commonality between ADs is the damage to tissues and organs arising from the loss of 

tolerance and in most cases a gender imbalance (34). Research generally focuses on a single 

disease, although autoimmune phenotypes could represent pleiotropic outcomes of non-specific 

disease genes underlying similar immunogenetic mechanisms (35). While it is apparent that 

multiple cases of a single disease cluster within families (36), more striking are the individuals in 

those families afflicted with multiple ADs (13).  

A common origin for diverse ADs is sustained by three levels of evidence (13). The first comes 

from clinical observations indicating the possible shift from one disease to another or to the fact 

that more than one AD may coexist in a single patient (i.e., polyA, MAS) (24, 36-39), or in the 
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same family (i.e., familial autoimmunity) (40). The second level of evidence refers to known 

shared pathophysiological mechanisms between ADs (41); and the third level of evidence 

corresponds to the evidence implying common genetic factors (38). The importance of this 

concept focuses on the probability of having multiple ADs simultaneously in one patient, which 

goes beyond epidemiologic inferences. This study sought to consider autoimmune clinical 

phenotypes as traits to laid out the commonality and their complexity by including extreme 

phenotypes (i.e., Early-onset and MAS affected individuals and their families) and traits that 

might reside within their interim as a phenotype (i.e., Late-onset and PolyA affected and their 

families). 

Over the last decade, association studies examining the genetic basis of human disease have 

switched overwhelmingly from STR markers to SNPs. SNPs are much less polymorphic than 

microsatellites, a deficiency that is usually compensated for by the vastly greater number of 

markers being genotyped. However, while there are many advantages to using SNPs for the 

assessment of local heterozygosity, microsatellites offer an arguably more direct approach that 

circumvents the need to reconstruct complex haplotypes (11). Several authors contend that 

SNPs may be more suitable than microsatellites for HFCs. Extensive simulation studies have 

examined the effect of different mutational patterns (corresponding to SNPs and microsatellites) 

and demographic history on the expected correlation between heterozygosity and fitness. Their 

results point to a complex interplay between these two factors. The high mutation rate of 

microsatellites should make them more suitable to detect HFCs that result from recent 

inbreeding due to crosses between relatives or to a small population size (7). 

This report presented two approaches: a case – control comparison and evaluation on the effect 

of homozygosity at the genome-wide level and a model-free affected pair linkage approach to 

identify IBD loci. The first is a systematic analysis where the status of the individuals per locus is 

taken into account, standardized and evaluated for the association between homozygosity and 

AD. The results for SOH showed significant differences between controls and early-onset 

individuals, where affected individuals showed lower homozygosity relative to controls. No 

differences were observed relative to controls for MAS, polyA and late-onset disease at the 

genome-wide level (Figure 3).  

Detailed analysis for the local homozygosity effect showed about a 1:1 relation on elevated risk 

and/or protective effects (Table 3) conferred by the homozygosity status at specific loci 
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depending on the compared autoimmune trait. On top of this, some of the markers presented a 

shared component between trait and more interestingly between late-onset, polyA and MAS but 

not with early-onset. Since correction for multiple comparisons only provided suggestive and 

marginal significance values, no candidate regions or genes were put forward; no less, this data 

provides a baseline for future approaches with better coverage and larger sample sizes given by 

the fact that extreme phenotypes are not as prevalent to study. In general, “Paisa” population for 

affected and unaffected individuals included in this report showed to be highly diverse.  

Homozygosity has been previously examined on a single disease basis for rheumatoid arthritis 

(RA) (42). This type of approach provides an alternative to allelic association mapping for the 

identification of recessive variants responsible related to ADs. It is suggested that the immune 

system genes would benefit from high diversity; a richer allele structure would indulge protection 

towards a pathogen/environment repertoire but could go countercurrent towards autoimmune 

phenomena. Thus, a “less is more” hypothesis could result in a limited repertoire response 

system towards external exposures but could be advantageous to promote stable and balanced 

autoimmune phenomena. The idea of the environment/exposure defining and driving a disease 

outcome is well accepted in autoimmunity (i.e., Autoimmune ecology) and it is starting to get the 

needed attention (43). 

The second approach, which is a model-free affected pair linkage approach, did not provide any 

suggestive linkage signals for early-, late-onset, polyA or MAS. Putative/Marginal signals 

displayed excess allele sharing for early-onset and MAS, both extreme phenotypes in 

autoimmunity, but their signals warrants caution, although the marker regions have been 

previously linked at a single disease level (13).   

The present study is a pilot/exploratory approach, expected to serve as an initial proof of 

principle for the commonality of autoimmunity as a trait. Future approaches would be expected 

to dwell on the data presented here to corroborate and expand on sample size, marker 

coverage and their effects. Closer inspection of clinical and phenotypic quantitative variants is 

warranted, as well as inclusion of environmental and clinical available variants. The affected 

relative pair approach was only possible, instead of a sibling pair due to the sample size and 

available concordant and discordant pairs. Limitations of genome-wide scans when applied to 

complex ADs, involve heterogeneity in disease phenotypes, population and ethnic differences 

and unavailable statistical and analytical models 
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Conclusions and Perspectives 

Overall, this study presumed autoimmunity as a trait rather than a clinical phenotype and tried to 

approach AD as a continuous trait presenting extreme phenotypes (i.e., early-onset and MAS 

traits, respectively). On genome-wide homozygosity examination, results showed homozygosity 

differences relative to controls for early-onset individuals, while on local inspection several 

markers suggested homozygosity associated with protection/susceptibility to early-, late-onset, 

polyA and/or MAS. 

Numerous genetic factors are established to be important contributors to susceptibility in 

developing ADs; on top of this genetic layer, environment/exposure would refine and tune 

towards either disease onset or tolerance. Usually association methods approach heterogeneity 

as the main cause of disease onset for ADs. This focus in part reflects the multifactorial and 

polygenic nature, accompanied by a differential penetrance influenced by environmental factors 

but does not reflect the recessive component of the puzzle. A common and rare component 

within the genetic landscape of the autoimmune trait should be expected, thus extreme 

phenotypes should bring to the table new clues and information that might serve and correlate 

towards the more homogenous component of the trait. This rare component has started to 

surface with approaches such as exome sequencing in individuals affected with polyA and MAS 

and their relatives (44, 45). 
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Abstract 

Background: Autoimmune diseases (AD) are responsible for a substantial amount of disability 
and morbidity worldwide. Research generally focuses on a single disease, although 
autoimmune phenotypes could represent pleiotropic outcomes of non-specific disease genes 
underlying similar immunogenetic mechanisms. While it is apparent that multiple cases of a 
single disease cluster within families, more striking are the individuals in those families afflicted 
with multiple autoimmune diseases.  

Most Latin American populations are a diverse genetic collection of Native American, European, 
African and/or Asian admixture, resulting from varying geographic origins and individual 
lineages. This study examined whether the ancestry component of Colombian affected 
individuals is associated with susceptibility/protection to develop an autoimmune disease (i.e., 
having at least one AD), polyautoimmunity (polyA) (i.e., having at least two ADs) and multiple 
autoimmune syndrome (MAS) (i.e., having three or more ADs) in reference with publicly 
available worldwide populations. 

Methods: This study included 453 genotyped unrelated individuals (121 late-onset AD, 79 
early-onset, 40 PolyA, 30 MAS and 183 healthy control individuals) treated at the Center for 
Autoimmune Diseases Research (CREA) from Medellin, Colombia, South America. A total of 
334 markers were used in the analysis. Population genetic structure was examined in all 
included Colombian affected and healthy individuals, as well as in the individuals originated 
from reference populations, assuming three ancestral groups (k=3) (i.e., European, Amerindian 
and African). Estimation of individual ancestry proportions were obtained with the model-based 
MCMC Bayesian algorithm implemented in STRUCTURE v2.3.3. The ancestry component 
effect for the studied traits was compared and examined by logistic regression relative to 
controls. 

Results: All markers analyzed were highly informative with a low null allele frequency making 
them optimal and reliable for genetic diversity studies. Amerindian and African ancestry 
significantly differed in late-onset samples (p-value=0.01) and European ancestry significantly 
differed in MAS samples (p-value=0.02).  For late-onset individuals, Amerindian ancestry 
showed a protective effect, while African ancestry pertained a susceptibility effect. European 
ancestry showed a protective effect for MAS individuals.  

Conclusion: Although the observed ancestry effects warrant further exploration due to the 
relatively small sample size, this data provides a starting point for approaches using markers 
that provide higher genome coverage. To our knowledge this would be the first proof of principle 
approach to examine the ancestry effect for individuals affected with AD (e.g., early- and late-
onset) and with more than one AD (e.g., polyA and MAS). 
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Introduction 

Most Latin American populations are a diverse genetic collection of Native American, European, 

African and/or Asian admixture, resulting from varying geographic origins and individual 

lineages (1-3). Such context is of particularly interest for genetic epidemiology and the study of 

variation and distribution of alleles involved in susceptibility to complex diseases (2). The use of 

individual genetic ancestry estimates for understanding complex disease risk and/or 

susceptibility is of particular interest in genetic association studies (1, 4-7). The estimation of 

genomic ancestry at the individual or group level and the use of this information in genotype-

disease association studies in place of self-reported ethnicity to measure stratification can be 

considered by assigning individuals to subpopulations using information from a set of unlinked 

loci under an admixture model (i.e. Structured association methods) (8).  

For Latin America, admixture occurred between the Spanish and Amerindians as a result of the 

Spanish conquest and colonization of the New World over three centuries ago. In surveys of 

ancestry estimates of Latino populations from California, Mexico, Brazil, and Colombia, the 

Latinos from Mexico and California had approximately 50% European ancestry and 40% North 

American Amerindian, whereas Latinos from Brazil and Colombia had approximately 71% 

European ancestry. The average African ancestry ranges from approximately 4% in Mexicans to 

10–20% in South American Latinos (9). Other surveys of Latino ancestry indicate considerable 

heterogeneity among regions, with a range of 33–95% European ancestry, 0–58% Native 

American, and 0–29% West African; this proportions show regional and geographic variation 

(10), as well as differences in ancestry associated with socioeconomic status (11) . 

Autoimmune diseases (ADs) are responsible for a substantial amount of disability and morbidity 

worldwide. Although their epidemiology varies according to individual conditions, collectively, 

autoimmune prevalence is at least 5% in the general population and is one of the major causes 

of premature mortality in young and middle aged women (12). The commonality between ADs is 

the damage to tissues and organs arising from the loss of tolerance and in most cases a gender 

imbalance (13). Research generally focuses on a single disease, although autoimmune 

phenotypes could represent pleiotropic outcomes of non-specific disease genes underlying 

similar immunogenetic mechanisms (14). While it is apparent that multiple cases of a single 

disease cluster within families (15), more striking are the individuals in those families afflicted 

with multiple ADs (16).  
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A common origin for diverse ADs is sustained by three levels of evidence (16). The first comes 

from clinical observations indicating the possible shift from one disease to another or to the fact 

that more than one AD may coexist in a single patient (i.e., polyautoimmunity [PolyA] and or 

Multiple Autoimmune syndrome [MAS]) (15, 17-20), or in the same family (i.e., familial 

autoimmunity) (21). The second level of evidence refers to known shared pathophysiological 

mechanisms between ADs. Epidemiological studies have shown correlations among certain 

ADs, linking epidemiological observations to physiopathological evidence for autoimmune 

diseases might contribute to our knowledge for the shared etiological and immunogenetic 

mechanisms (22). The third level of evidence corresponds to the evidence implying common 

genetic factors (19). The importance of this concept focuses on the probability of having multiple 

ADs simultaneously in one patient, which goes beyond epidemiologic inferences.  

Recent advances in genomics have led to increased understanding of the molecular 

underpinnings of disease. Numerous genetic factors are established to be important 

contributors to susceptibility in developing ADs based on several findings including the 

examination of the concordance rates between relatives for many autoimmune diseases (23). A 

variety of pathogenic mechanisms are ultimately triggered during the progression of ADs and 

dysregulation involving major cell signaling pathways and inflammatory responses are 

consistent features in most ADs (24, 25). However, due to their multifactorial and polygenic 

nature, accompanied by a differential penetrance influenced by environmental factors and 

genetic heterogeneity among populations (26, 27), untangling of the genetic determinants 

defining their outcome and onset has proven to be extremely challenging. Likewise, data 

showing the existence of different ADs within a single family or within the same individual, 

suggest a combination of genetic defects that may predispose individuals to different ADs 

sharing common pathogenic pathways (28). This study is aimed to characterize the population 

structure of Colombian individuals affected by AD in reference with publicly available worldwide 

populations and also to examine whether the ancestry component of the affected individuals is 

associated with susceptibility/protection to develop AD, polyA and/or MAS. 

Materials and Methods 

Population Samples: All patients were treated at the Center for Autoimmune Diseases 

Research (CREA) at the University of Rosario in Bogotá and Medellin, Colombia (Table 1). 
Individuals included in this study presented: (i) with at least one AD according to specififc 
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validated criteria. For analysis purposes, type 1 diabetes (T1D) cases were categorized as 

individuals with early-onset AD while any other affected AD individual was categorized as late-

onset AD; and (ii) with polyA and/or MAS. Healthy controls, matched by age, sex, ethnicity and 

socioeconomic status, were selected from women attending the same clinic, who met a similar 

age (± 5 years) and ethnicity criteria for eligibility as the cases with no evidence of AD (Table 1). 

Table 1. Characteristics of study individuals. 

Autoimmune Trait Age ± Std Dev 
[Min, Max] 

Age of Onset 
[Min, Max] Female (%): Male (%) Total (n=453) 

Early-onset AD 15.61 ± 8.19 
[4, 41]** 

7.94 ± 5.22 
[1, 24]** 

34 (43): 45 (57)** 79 

Late-onset AD 50.51 ± 15.73 
[13, 85] 

37.79 ± 14.54 
[10, 74] 

114 (94): 7 (6) 121 

MAS 42.27 ± 14.1 
[16, 71] 

32.25 ± 13.14 
[5, 59] 

29 (97): 1 (3) 30 

PolyA 47.70 ± 15.81 
[16, 78] 

35.63 ± 13.77 
[5, 67] 

68 (97):2 (3) 70 

Controls 47.92 ± 16.42 
[22, 85] - 180 (98): 3 (2) 183 

AD: Autoimmune disease; PolyA: polyautoimmunity; MAS: Multiple autoimmune syndrome. 
Data corresponds to Colombian unrelated affected or unaffected and taken into account for the 
analysis. Number of PolyA individuals included in analysis includes MAS individuals. Late-onset 
AD included systemic lupue erythematosus (SLE) (n=21), rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (n=23), 
Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) (n=45), autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD) (n=27) and other AD 
(n=5) individuals. Early-onset AD included 79 type 1 diabetes affected individuals. **p-
value<0.001 two-tailed t-test when comparing Late-onset vs. Early-onset variables. 

Patients with AD, polyA and MAS fulfilled validated classification criteria and were part of a 

multicenter cohort followed at the CREA. Information on demographics and cumulative clinical 

manifestations over the course of disease were obtained by both chart review and discussion 

with the patient and was collected in a standard data collection form, following the methodology 

described by Priori et al. (29), using a standardized questionnaire that incorporates 

demographics and medical information including a check-point list of 18 ADs (30). In order to 

avoid ascertainment bias, the diagnosis of any AD was only considered reliable and 

consequently registered if made by a certified physician (i.e., internist, endocrinologist, or 

rheumatologist) and confirmed by chart review or verification during discussion with the relative. 

All Patients fulfilled the diagnostic classification criteria proposed per disease as previously 

applied (18, 30).  
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All T1D affected cases were children all of whom fulfilled the diagnostic classification criteria 

proposed by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) (31), as has been previously described 

(32) (Table 1).

For affected individuals with thyroid disorders, anti-thyroglobulin and anti-thyroperoxidase 

antibodies were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (QUANTA Lite, INOVA 

Diagnostics, San Diego, CA, USA). Only patients with positive antibody profile for autoimmune 

thyroid disease (AITD) were included for analysis. Exclusion criteria were preexisting 

hematological diseases and hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, or human immunodeficiency 

virus infections. This research is being carried out in accordance with Resolution No 008430 of 

1993 issued by the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Colombia and was classified as a 

minimal risk research. The Ethics Committee of the Universidad del Rosario approved the 

present project.  

Genetic markers: Genetic markers included in this study were autosomal microsatellites 

genotyped using screening set 16 at the NHLBI sponsored Mammalian Genotyping Service, 

Marshfield, Wisconsin. This study included out of study reference populations the marker and 

population compilation reported by Pemberton et al. (33), which includes 645 microsatellite loci 

with genotypes for 5795 individuals from 267 worldwide populations, this compilation defines 

subsets of unrelated individuals to be used in studies in which relatedness needs to be clearly 

characterized.  

Statistical and Genetic Data Analysis: Data was managed and stored using the R software 

v3.1.2 (34) and Excel spreadsheets. Results are presented as means ± standard deviation 

(SD), minimum/maximum and/or in percentages. Comparison between means was performed 

by the Student´s t-test and those between percentages by the c2 test and two–sided Fisher’s 

exact test, where appropriate. A p–value of less than 0.05 was considered as statistically 

significant.  

The present study included information on (i) sex, (ii) autoimmunity affection status defined as 

affected or unaffected for AD (i.e., having at least one AD), polyautoimmunity (i.e., having at 

least two ADs) and MAS (i.e., having three or more ADs). Logistic regression was used to 

assess the effect of genetic ancestry on autoimmune affection while taking into consideration 

the following covariates: age (as a quantitative variable), sex (male = 0, female = 1) and 

calculated local ancestry assuming three ancestral populations. 
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Genetic Markers Characterization and Population Structure Analysis: Individuals with less 

that 10% of missing genotypes were excluded from analysis for the Colombian and reference 

populations. Descriptive gene diversity parameters, allelic richness, observed (Ho), and 

expected (He) heterozygosity and the polymorphic information content (PIC) were calculated at 

each locus and over all loci using PopGene and PopgeneKit R packages. When necessary, file 

conversions were performed  using PGDSpider v2.0.7.4 (35). Incidence of genotyping errors 

was examined to screen the data for null allele frequency estimators using the Fst Refined 

Estimation by Excluding Null Alleles (ENA) - FreeNA software (36). Pairwise Fst values for 

populations were calculated by applying 1000 random bootstrap replicates. 

In order to visualize the relationship between populations, Nei’s D pairwise genetic distances 

were calculated after making ENA corrections on the allele frequencies by using GENETIX 

Software v. 4.05 (37). Nei's D genetic distance was used to construct a neighbor-joining tree 

using the ape package from R. 

Structure Analysis: In order to estimate the ancestral estimated proportions, a total of 334 

informative markers (AIMS) were chosen by comparing their Fst pairwise indexes. The selected 

AIMS included 195 markers with European/Amerindian Fst ≥ 0.25, 48 markers with 

African/Amerindian Fst ≥ 0.25 and 91 markers with European/African Fst ≥ 025.  

The allotment of genetic ancestral contributions was estimated using the software STRUCTURE 

v2.3.4 (38, 39). To estimate the ancestral membership proportions, a supervised analysis was 

performed using prior information on the geographic origin of the reference samples from Africa, 

Europe and Amerindians (Table 2). The STRUCTURE v2.3.4 runs comprised three replicates of 

50,000 burning steps followed by 50,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations. A tri-

hybrid contribution from Amerindians, Europeans and Africans was assumed (i.e., K = 3). The 

“Use population Information to test for migrants” option was used with the Admixture model. 

Allele frequencies were correlated and updated using only individuals with POPFLAG = 1. 
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Table 2. Out of study populations used in this study as reference for ancestry component 
calculation, geographic coordinates are provided and sample size per each population is 
provided. 

Population Name Location Geographic 
Region 

Latitude 
[Degrees North] 

Longitude 
[Degrees East] 

Sample 
size 

Orcadian Orkney Islands Europe 59.0 -3.0 16 

Adygei Russia-
Caucasus Europe 44.0 39.0 17 

Russian Russia Europe 61.0 40.0 25 
Basque France Europe 43.0 0.0 24 
French France Europe 46.0 2.0 29 
Italian Italy-Bergamo Europe 46.0 10.0 13 

Sardinian Italy Europe 40.0 9.0 28 
Tuscan Italy Europe 43.0 11.0 8 
Piapoco Colombia Amerindian 3.0 -68.0 13 
Karitiana Brazil Amerindian -10.0 -63.0 24 

Surui Brazil Amerindian -11.0 -62.0 21 
Maya Mexico Amerindian 19.0 -91.0 25 
Pima Mexico Amerindian 29.0 -108.0 25 

Bantu South Africa South Africa Africa -25.6 24.3 8 
Bantu Kenya Kenya Africa -3.0 37.0 12 
Mandenka Senegal Africa 12.0 -12.0 24 

Yoruba Nigeria Africa 8.0 5.0 25 

Biaka Pygmy Central African 
Republic Africa 4.0 17.0 32 

Mbuti Pygmy Congo Africa 1.0 29.0 15 
San Namibia Africa -21.0 20.0 7 

Quichean Guatemala Amerindian 15.0 -91.0 12 
Mixtec Mexico Amerindian 17.0 -97.0 40 

Zapotec Mexico Amerindian 16.0 -97.0 19 
Guaymi Panama Amerindian 8.5 -82.0 18 
Cabecar Costa Rica Amerindian 9.5 -84.0 20 
Aymara Chile Amerindian -22.0 -70.0 94 

Kogi Colombia Amerindian 11.0 -74.0 35 
Ingano Colombia Amerindian 1.0 -77.0 17 
Wayuu Colombia Amerindian 11.0 -73.0 17 
Ticuna Colombia Amerindian -4.0 -70.0 35 
Embera Colombia Amerindian 7.0 -76.0 11 

Waunana Colombia Amerindian 5.0 -77.0 20 
Arhuaco Colombia Amerindian 11.0 -73.8 17 
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Results 

This study included 453 genotyped unrelated individuals (121 late-onset AD, 79 early-onset, 40 

PolyA, 30 MAS and 183 healthy control individuals) from Medellin, Colombia South America 

(Table 1). In addition, 746 individuals were used as out of study controls, as they were compiled 

and assembled in a single dataset with available genotypes for the Marshfield screening set 16 

(40). 

A general description of the Colombian samples included in this study is disclosed on Table 1. 

When early-onset and late-onset individuals age and age of onset were compared, the 

difference was statistically significant (P-value<0.001), as expected given their autoimmune 

disorder characteristics (Table 1). Late-onset individuals presented 6% males and 94% females 

while early-onset presented 43% males and 57% females. Females represented the most 

affected in late-onset families while in early-onset the ratio of affected was close to 1:1 (Male: 

Female).  

To examine the admixture characteristics in Colombian patients and controls, a total of 334 

markers were used. These markers had been previously reported for individuals of 37 

worldwide populations (40) (Table 2).  These 334 markers were selected as AIMS out of a set 

of 353 initial markers based on a greater than 0.25 fixation index value (Fst) obtained by 

pairwise comparisons calculated between the out of study populations. 

All markers were highly informative (PIC ≥ 0.50) with a low null allele frequency making them 

optimal and reliable for genetic diversity studies (Figure 1A). Moreover, average allelic richness 

observed per locus in the included markers was 4.30 ± 1.22. The observed heterozygosity and 

gene diversity varied across loci. The average observed (Ho) and expected (He) heterozygosity 

were 0.69 ± 0.16 and 0.68 ± 0.13, respectively. The calculated pairwise genetic distances 

between populations excluding null alleles were used to construct NJ trees to visualize the 

relationship between the 33 reference included populations and the Colombian samples (Figure 

1B). 
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Figure 1. Marker reliability, gene diversity and population relationship indicators. A. Calculated 
null allele frequency (left axis) and polymorphic information content (PIC) (Right axis). B. 
Circular neighbor-joining tree using the pairwise calculated genetic distances.  

Population genetic structure was examined in all included Colombian AD affected and healthy 

individuals, as well as in the individuals originated from reference populations, assuming three 

ancestral groups (k=3) (i.e., European, Amerindian and African). Estimation of individual 

ancestry proportions were obtained with the model-based MCMC Bayesian algorithm 

implemented in STRUCTURE, by using allelic frequencies for estimating a posterior distribution 

of the probability of membership to the predefined clusters (K), assuming that multiple loci are 

independent and are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The ancestry proportions (i.e., membership 

[Q]) obtained are depicted on figure 2. Reference populations from the three assumed ancestral 

populations presented contributions as follows: Amerindian (0.90 ± 0.06), European 0.79 ± 0.03 

and African 0.60 ± 0.04 (Figure 2); while Colombian samples in general showed Amerindian 

(0.30 ± 0.0), European 0.42 ± 0.01 and African 0.29 ± 0.01 contributions.  
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Figure 2. Population genetic structure analysis of Colombian individuals affected and 
unaffected by autoimmune disease. Each population shows the mean observed ancestry 
component predicted.  

The calculated ancestry components for the Colombian studied population showed individual 

heterogeneity and similar results to previous reports (1-3). When the mean calculated 

proportions were compared with that of controls: the mean proportion of Amerindian ancestry 

significantly differed with late-onset samples (p-value=0.01), but not with early-onset, polyA or 
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MAS (Figure 3A); European ancestry mean proportions significantly differed with MAS samples 

(p-value=0.02) but not with early- Late-onset or polyA (Figure 3B) and African ancestry 

significantly differed in late-onset samples (p-value=0.05) but not for early-polyA or MAS (Figure 

3C).  

Figure 3. Beanplots of the calculated ancestry component in Colombian individuals affected and 
unaffected of autoimmune diseases. Each bean consists of a mirrored density curve containing one 
dimensional scatterplot of the data. Individual data points are represented as short lines, a solid line 
shows the average per each group and the dashed line represents the overall average. This plot 
was generated using the beanplot package from R. Comparisons relative to controls performed by a 
two-tailed t-test.

The ancestry component effect for the studied traits was examined by logistic regression. For 

late-onset individuals, Amerindian ancestry showed a protective effect, for late-onset risk (odds 

ratio (OR) 0.00001 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.00 - 0.15), while African ancestry pertained a 

susceptibility effect (OR 3998 95% CI 1.05 - 1.90x10+07) (Table 3). European ancestry showed a 

protective effect for MAS individuals (OR 3.2x10+04 95% CI 0.00 - 0.03). No other significant 

effect was observed with the evaluated ancestral components. It is possible that the very low or 

high effect of the OR observed is due to the sample size of the study. Of note, for quantitative 

covariates the OR is the ratio of two odds where the value of the covariate increases by 1. 
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Table 3. Logistic regression of autoimmune traits on genetic ancestry calculated components. 
AD: Autoimmune disease; PolyA: polyautoimmunity; MAS: Multiple autoimmune syndrome.  

Discussion 

The great diversity of Latin American populations which is predominantly admixed represent a 

strong resource to decipher the genetic basis of complex traits (41). Population analysis and 

genetic association studies nurture and open up opportunities to examine gene-gene and gene-

environment interactions (42).  

Hispanic/Mestizo populations’ present relative recent admixture derived from Amerindian 

inhabitants, European settlers (primarily from Spain), and West Africans brought to the 

Americas as a consequence of the slave trade. The contribution of each parental population and 

Trait Covariate OR (95% CI) p-value
Late-Onset 

Age 10.01 (0.99 - 1.04)  0.22 
Sex 3.68 (1.00 - 17.36)  0.06 
Amerindian 0.0001 (0.00 - 0.15)  0.01 
European 7.8 (0.02 - 3760)  0.51 
African 3998 (1.05 - 1.90x10+07)  0.05 

Early-onset 
Age 0.79 (0.73 - 0.85) 1.04x10-09 
Sex 79.41 (27.06 - 340) 2.55x10-12 
Amerindian 0.25 (0.00 - 707)  0.73 
European 226.21 (0.17 - 3.53x10+05)  0.14 
African 0.004 (0.00 - 7.35)  0.13 

PolyA 
Age 0.99 (0.98 - 1.02)  0.92 
Sex 1.76 (0.23 - 10.87)  0.54 
Amerindian 0.10 (0.00 - 348)  0.58 
European 0.10 (0.00 - 159)  0.54 
African 1244 (0.08 - 1.88x10+07)  0.14 

MAS 
Age 0.98 (0.95 - 1.00)  0.08 
Sex 2.07 (0.10 - 16.79)  0.535 
Amerindian 3.2x10+04 (0.25 - 5.63x10+09)  0.08 
European 5.64x10-07 (0.00 - 0.03)  0.01 
African 4264 (0.08 - 1.88x10+07)  0.19 
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the degree of admixture vary across regions in the Americas depending upon the local pattern 

of interaction among the different ethnic groups (43).  

The entire group of Colombian individuals in this study belonged to a population from the 

northwestern part of Colombia, South America (i.e., Paisa community). This population was 

established in the 16th-17th centuries and flourished in relative isolation until the late 19th century 

(44, 45). For all individuals, the ancestral component for Paisa individuals were estimated in 

order to examine specific contributions of expected and/or assumed founding populations (i.e., 

Amerindian, European and African) in AD affected (i.e., Early- and Late-onset) and in individuals 

presented with polyA and MAS, as well as, in healthy controls.  

Data on this report showed appreciable differences in the admixture component of individuals 

affected with late-onset AD and MAS, while none were observed for early-onset and polyA 

individuals. Ancestry component estimates were different and have a protective effect on late-

onset AD samples for Amerindian but a susceptibility one for African ancestry. Likewise, MAS 

individuals showed a protective effect for European ancestry when compared to control 

individuals. Of note, the calculated effects showed to be very low which warrants that the 

number of compared individuals confounds the effect and might indeed need further exploration, 

however this study support and provides a proof of principle of the possible role of ancestry in 

the AD as a trait.  

Geography and ethnicity can affect the incidence and prevalence of AD. Both factors are 

thought to reflect etiological heterogeneity between environmental, genetic factors, and their 

interactions. Compelling examples of this effect have been reported for ADs such as RA (46, 

47), primary SS (46, 48), scleroderma (SSc) (49) and SLE (50).  

For indigenous populations AD prevalence information is limited. However, available data 

suggest SLE is more common in Native American Indians of Canada, Maori Pacific People in 

New Zealand, and Aborigines in Australia compared to their respective European populations 

(43). An increased proportion of the Amerindian genome correlates with the presence of an 

increased number of risk alleles (43).  

Many Amerindian groups present high prevalence rates of RA, connective tissue diseases, and 

spondyloarthropathies (51, 52) including Pima, Chippewa and Yakima tribes (53). Previous 

reports have demonstrated that T1D in Mexican-Americans is associated with their European 

HLA contribution (54). Although other studies suggest that Amerindian ancestry may also 
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contribute increased risk for SLE (55, 56), others correlate it with lower socio-demographic 

status and increase the risk for developing renal involvement and SLE at an earlier age of onset 

(57).  

Conclusions and perspectives 

Autoimmune research generally focuses on a single disease, although autoimmune phenotypes 

could represent pleiotropic outcomes of non-specific disease genes underlying similar 

immunogenetic mechanisms (14). The current approach presumed autoimmunity as a trait 

rather than a clinical phenotype and also tries to approach the AD as a continuous trait 

presenting extreme phenotypes (i.e., early-onset and MAS traits, respectively). This reports 

shows appreciable differences in the admixture component of affected individuals relative to 

healthy controls for late-onset AD and MAS, while no significant differences were observed for 

early-onset and polyA. 

Moreover, when the ancestry effect was examined a protective effect was observed for 

Amerindian ancestry and African ancestry for late-onset AD; while a protective effect was 

observed for European ancestry in MAS individuals. Although the observed effects warrant 

further exploration due to the relatively small sample size, this data provides a starting point for 

approaches using markers that provide higher genome coverage and better population 

discrimination. To our knowledge this would be the first proof of principle approach to examine 

the ancestry effect for individuals affected with AD (e.g., early- and late-onset) and with more 

than one AD (e.g., polyA and MAS). Overall, ancestry and autoimmunity in Colombian samples 

show how the autoimmune trait landscape is not a black and white scenario but rather a colorful 

mix of genetic and environmental factors (i.e., autoimmune ecology) (58).  
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General Discussion 

In this time and era, lack of clear diagnostic tools and defined disease criteria leaves patients in 

a bureaucratic limbo soaring through a healthcare system in search of a complete an accurate 

diagnosis to receive appropriate treatment. Clinical pathologies draw us to envisage disease as 

either an independent entity or a diverse set of traits governed by common physiopathological 

mechanisms prompted by environmental assaults throughout life (66). ADs are not the 

exception for this premise, given they represent a diverse collection of diseases in terms of their 

demographic profile and primary clinical manifestations (2).  

As multifactorial etiologies, ADs develop from the cumulative effect of diverse events on the 

immune system (15). It is now clear they do not begin at the time of clinical appearance but 

rather many years before. Emerging research has identified both common and rare genetic loci 

shared across the spectrum of AD and the biologic pathways whose involvement is implicated 

by these shared loci (9, 67-69). The extent to which immune-related signaling and/or other 

pathways are implicated for each of these disorders varies and suggests that most of these 

pathways contribute or has a role to a variable degree in most of these disorders.  

Currently, available genetic information points out to nearly half of loci identified in GWAS 

studies of an individual disease influence risk to at least two diseases, arguing for a genetic 

basis to co-morbidity. Moreover, there are examples of several variants with opposing risk 

profiles in different diseases. Support for the idea of common patterns of association and shared 

biological processes is obtained by loci clustered over a pattern of diseases as they affect and 

harbor genes encoding for interacting proteins at a much higher rate than by chance. These 

results suggest that multi-phenotype mapping will identify the molecular mechanisms underlying 

co-morbid immune-mediated inflammatory and ADs. 

This expected commonality has motivated several meta-analyses across pairs of diseases to 

establish their shared genetic basis. Approaches taking into account CD and RA (70), T1D (71) 

and IBD (72) have revealed loci overlap adding further support to a shared underlying 

pathogenesis. In addition, there is evidence that loci predisposing to one disease can have 

effects on risk of a second disease (71), although the risk allele for one disease may not be the 

same as for the second (73). 
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Modeling and simulation analysis estimate that in several diseases where GWAS have been 

successful, further low effect associations remain to be discovered (74). This problem gets 

worse when considering independent discoveries across single ADs, since power would be 

multiplicative across studies. Therefore, estimates of the true extent of genetic sharing are 

probably underestimated by either simple overlaps or pairwise meta-analyses. 

This project extends support to an autoimmune commonality principle in a single well-

characterized population of AD affected individuals and their families by exploring the familial 

aggregation and segregation, admixture and homozygosity effect. The current approach 

presumed autoimmunity as a trait rather than a clinical phenotype, approaching AD as a 

continuous trait presenting extreme phenotypes (i.e., early-onset and MAS traits, respectively). 

Key Points of Each Chapter 

Chapter 1 – What is next after the genes for autoimmunity? 

• Presents the state of the art and perspective of the current and future directions of

autoimmunity and ADs, by discussing the many components affecting the potential use 

and application of genetic, evolutionary, demographic, environmental and 

immunopathological information that could be used for prediction, prevention and 

eventually treatment of ADs. 

Chapter 2 – Familial Aggregation and Segregation Analysis in Families Presenting 
Autoimmunity, Polyautoimmunity, and Multiple Autoimmune Syndrome 

• Describes aggregation and segregation analyses in Colombian families enriched by

autoimmunity as a trait and show how ADs, polyautoimmunity and MAS are not

independent entities.

• Familial aggregation for ADs was observed between parents and offspring as well as in

sibling pairs in late-onset families, while aggregation for polyautoimmunity and MAS was
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lower given by the fact that both traits represent a more complex etiology with lower 

prevalence but still a common autoimmunity background.  

• Segregation analyses were not able to discern a Mendelian transmission model but still

suggested a major gene(s) transmission for AD in late-onset families, while for early-

onset families a stochastic model was suggested.

Chapter 3 – Homozygosity Genetic Analysis in Autoimmunity Affected Individuals and 
Multiplex Autoimmune Disease Families 

• This report presented two approaches: a case – control comparison and evaluation on

the effect of homozygosity at the genome-wide level and a model-free affected pair

linkage approach to identify IBD loci.

• On genome-wide homozygosity examination, results showed homozygosity differences

relative to controls for early-onset individuals, while on local inspection several markers 

suggested homozygosity associated with protection/susceptibility to early-, late-onset, 

polyA and/or MAS. 

• On the other hand, the model-free affected pair linkage approach, did not provide any

suggestive linkage signals for early-, late-onset, polyA or MAS. Putative/Marginal signals

displayed excess allele sharing for early-onset and MAS, both extreme phenotypes in

autoimmunity, but their signals warrants caution.

Chapter 4 – Ancestry effect in Colombian Individuals presenting Autoimmunity, 
Polyautoimmunity and Multiple Autoimmune Syndrome 

• This report showed appreciable differences in the admixture component of affected

individuals relative to healthy controls for late-onset AD and MAS, while no significant 

differences were observed for early-onset and polyA. Moreover, when the ancestry 

effect was examined a protective effect was observed for Amerindian ancestry and 

African ancestry for late-onset AD; while a protective effect was observed for European 

ancestry in MAS individuals. 
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Limitations and Challenges 

The present study is a pilot/exploratory approach, expected to serve as an initial proof of 

principle for the commonality of autoimmunity as a trait. Future approaches would be expected 

to dwell on the data presented here to corroborate and expand on sample size, marker 

coverage and their effects. Closer inspection of clinical and phenotypic quantitative variants is 

warranted, as well as inclusion of environmental and clinical available variants. The affected 

relative pair approach was only possible, instead of a sibling pair due to the sample size and 

available concordant and discordant pairs. 

Numerous genetic factors are established to be important contributors to susceptibility in 

developing ADs; on top of this genetic layer, environment/exposure would refine and tune 

towards either disease onset or tolerance. Usually association methods approach heterogeneity 

as the main cause of disease onset for ADs. This focus in part reflects the multifactorial and 

polygenic nature, accompanied by a differential penetrance influenced by environmental factors 

but does not reflect the recessive component of the puzzle. A common and rare component 

within the genetic landscape of the autoimmune trait should be expected, thus extreme 

phenotypes should bring to the table new clues and information that might serve and correlate 

towards the more homogenous component of the trait. This rare component has started to 

surface with approaches such as exome sequencing in individuals affected with polyA and MAS 

and their relatives (75, 76). 

Moreover, with the extant amount and accumulation of information, the issue of interpretation of 

the genetic variants effect and their role comes together. Several correlated alleles appear to 

impart risk to some diseases but are protective for others (73, 77), plus it remains unclear how 

this evidence should be incorporated into a pathway view of disease. Each new genetic finding 

can suggest multiple hypotheses that need to be fit into an overall scheme of pathogenesis. 

Ongoing research points to some expected shared biology (78), however a complete and 

convincing share genetic background still needs to be further supported 
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Going forward for Genetic Research in Autoimmunity 

This project suggested that polyA and MAS are not AD independent traits and that gender, age 

and age of onset represent factors that define and allow the study of the dynamics of the traits 

within the familial group. Also segregation data provided evidence for the genetic component 

role in the etiology of AD in late-onset families, while for early-onset families and perhaps 

because of their the relatively familial young status, eluded a clear picture of autoimmunity 

segregation and aggregation.  

The data also showed homozygosity differences relative to controls for early-onset individuals, 

while on local inspection several markers suggested homozygosity associated with 

protection/susceptibility to early-, late-onset, polyA and/or MAS. Moreover, ancestry and 

autoimmunity in Colombian samples showed how the autoimmune trait landscape is not a black 

and white scenario but rather a colorful mix of genetic and environmental factors (i.e., 

autoimmune ecology) (79).  Thus, a clinical defined individual AD, defined by symptoms and 

signs, might not be completely juxtaposed to the AD trait defined by environment and genetics, 

which makes even more difficult the task to define and untangle disease mechanisms.  

We are living an era of new technologies and by far the biggest impacts on the long run are the 

newly adopted technologies including next-generation sequencing (NGS) (80). Current studies 

in many phenotypes are presently using resequencing in regions found through GWAS to 

ensure that the majority of variation has been identified before embarking on detailed omic 

functional layers (81, 82). Studies must also carefully evaluate the impact of environmental 

influences in combination with genetic predisposition to disease to better understand the 

pathophysiological mechanisms underpinning autoimmune phenotypes. 

Last but not least, association rather than causality result from the combined effect of many 

variants. Many different combinations of risk alleles are able to independently generate a high 

level of disease risk, without individual loci being necessary or sufficient for the development of 

disease. Thus, a long way to disentangle a complete AD genetic architecture understanding lies 

ahead, however technology and new multidisciplinary approaches will nurture this landscape. 
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